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Abstract

In today’s politically polarized era, how much does candidate quality matter in elections? Spatial
models of vote choice predict that valence factors, such as candidate quality, matter less to voters
as differences between the policy platforms of parties increase. However, this and related claims
are hard to test empirically because it is difficult to accurately measure candidate quality. In
this paper, I construct a novel measure of candidate quality differences using over 23,000 political
endorsements from hundreds of local newspapers around the United States. I estimate the quality
differences between candidates in elections between 1950-2020 to evaluate the effects of candidate
quality on election outcomes. I find that the higher quality candidate wins in a large majority
of elections in the United States. A one standard deviation increase in relative candidate quality
increases a candidate’s two-party vote share by 4 percentage points, with the largest effects on
the probability of winning concentrated in competitive elections. Contrary to popular beliefs
about the impact of polarization on the importance of candidate quality to voters, the effect of
quality differences on vote shares has actually increased slightly over time. However, the decrease
in competitive elections over the same period has reduced the share of elections where candidate
quality can plausibly alter the election’s outcome. The results highlight the important role of
electoral competition in enabling voters to select high-quality representatives.
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1 Introduction

The quality of political candidates is an important aspect of the overall quality of representation, and has

been a topic of interest to political scientists for decades. The quality of elected officials matters because

higher quality legislators and executives are more effective at policy making, reduce corruption, and produce

a more efficient and valuable government for citizens. In theoretical models of politician quality, voters value

competent and effective legislators and reward them with votes at the ballot box. Empirically, however, it

is unclear the extent to which candidate quality actually affects voter behavior or elections results, relative

to pure partisan or ideological considerations. Spatial models of vote choice predict that with the rise of

political polarization over the past few decades, valence issues such as candidate quality will have a smaller

effect on voter behavior. While theoretically intuitive, the predicted decline in the effects of candidate quality

on election results over time has never been documented.

It is hard to quantify the effects of candidate quality on election results because candidate quality itself is

hard to measure. Existing research uses definitions of candidate quality that are coarse and otherwise quite

limited. In previous work, researchers have defined candidate quality in many ways, from simple candidate

characteristics – such as incumbency status, previous office-holding experience, or years of experience – to

more complicated and subjective measures like expert ratings, candidate professions and backgrounds, or

the ability to raise money or scare off challengers. One of the most widely used measures of candidate

quality, incumbency, is a binary variable that is unable to distinguish high and low quality incumbents

without additional assumptions or information. Other measures like previous office-holding experience, years

of experience, or fundraising ability reflect certain aspects of candidate quality but are not holistic. Measures

such as expert opinion or expert rankings may be more valid measures of quality, but they are unavailable

in many electoral and historical settings. The difficulties in observing and precisely quantifying candidate

quality limits the ability of political scientists to study important questions about the impact that candidate

quality has on representation and public policy.

In this paper, I construct a new measure of differences in candidate quality using political endorsements

made by local newspapers. Similar to experts making ratings of candidates, local newspapers are good judges

of candidate quality because they are more informed than the average voter about issues in the election and

candidate characteristics. When making endorsements, local newspapers take the time and effort to learn

about candidates, judge their past behavior and qualifications, and justify their ultimate endorsement to their

readers publicly in a published editorial column before election day. It is well-known, however, that local

newspapers also have partisan biases that lead them to prefer candidates of a certain party over others. To

control for pre-existing partisan biases, I develop a formal model of newspaper endorsement behavior where
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newspapers endorse candidates based on their ideal partisan policy stance as well as differences in candidate

quality. Then, using over 23,000 local newspaper endorsements, I simultaneously estimate the partisan biases

of hundreds of local newspapers across the United States along with quality differences between candidates in

elections between 1950-2020 in order to quantify the effects that candidate quality has on election outcomes.

This newspaper endorsement-based measure of differences in candidate quality – which I refer to through-

out the paper as a “candidate quality differential” – has many benefits over existing measures. First, the

endorsement-based measure not only indicates which of two candidates is higher quality, it also provides

information about the magnitude of the difference in quality. This overcomes a major limitation of previous

measures of candidate quality, and allows for more nuance and precision when analyzing the effects of candi-

date quality on election results. Second, like expert ratings, the endorsement-based measure is more holistic

than other measures of candidate quality – previous measures of candidate quality only single out specific

traits that a priori are thought to signal more competent politicians but which may not be an accurate

measure of actual candidate quality in any particular case. Last, the endorsement-based measure of quality

differentials can be estimated wherever and whenever newspapers make political endorsements, including in

older historic elections where expert ratings are unavailable, or where information about the candidates may

be missing or hard to find, such as in historical local races for city council. This allows me to identify changes

over time in the effects of candidate quality on election results, which has never been examined before.

Using the endorsement-based measure of candidate quality differentials, I evaluate the importance of

candidate quality in various ways. The results show substantial effects of candidate quality differentials on

two-party vote shares and on a candidate’s probability of winning. I show that high quality candidates get

elected a large majority of the time, and that the effects of candidate quality differences are most influential

in competitive races. Over time, I find no evidence that the effect of candidate quality on vote shares has

declined with the increase in polarization, contrary to the predictions of conventional models. However, the

system-wide importance of candidate quality has diminished over this same period, due to the decline in the

share of elections where the effects of candidate quality could plausibly change the final outcome.

The results demonstrate the importance of candidate quality as an explanatory factor in election outcomes,

particularly in close races. The fact that the effect of candidate quality differentials on vote shares does not

decline as political polarization increases suggests that voters themselves are not polarizing to the same

extent that representatives are, providing support for a more elite-driven explanation for polarization. The

estimates show that voters still care about and reward candidate quality even as the opportunities for quality

differentials to alter election results have diminished. My findings highlight the role that competitive elections

play in producing high quality representation and demonstrates that candidate quality still matters, even in

today’s highly polarized political environment.
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2 Candidate Quality, Polarization, and Electoral Selection

2.1 Measuring Candidate Quality

Typically, researchers conceive of candidate quality as being related to the capabilities and effectiveness of

legislators or executives. Voters should want to elect higher quality candidates, all else being equal, if they

value an effective, efficient, and capable government. More generally, many spatial models of candidate posi-

tioning and vote choice incorporate candidate quality as a “valence” component of candidate characteristics

that are valued by voters but is not policy related – typically, personal quality of candidates such as being

competent, honest, non-corrupt, or charismatic (Stokes, 1963). Other classic examples of valence charac-

teristics involve constituency service (Mayhew, 1974), a candidate’s “home style” (Fenno, 1978; Kaslovsky,

2022), and the “personal vote” (Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina, 1987).

Numerous formal models incorporate valence features into the vote choice decision (Ansolabehere and

Snyder, 2000; Groseclose, 2001; Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a; Adams et al., 2011). A key feature

of all of these models is that the relative importance of candidate quality and other valence characteristics will

depend on the ideal point of the voter: moderate voters, who are closer to indifferent between two candidates,

will be more sensitive to differences in candidate quality, whereas more ideologically extreme voters will be

less likely to alter their vote due to valence issues. The distance between the party platforms also matters:

valence issues will be more influential when there are fewer differences between candidate platforms (Ashworth

and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a).

While under-discussed in the literature, a prediction that comes straight out of these models is that an

increase in political polarization should decrease the importance of candidate quality and other valence issues

on citizen’s vote choices. Even if a voter thinks a candidate is highly competent and has a high degree of

integrity, they still may not vote for them if the candidate takes policy positions the voter doesn’t like –

and this is particularly true if the candidates takes extreme positions that are antithetical to the voter’s

preferences (Hall and Thompson, 2018). The importance of valence issues like candidate quality can also be

reduced if voters themselves become polarized; as voter’s ideal points become more extreme in one direction

or the other, this also has the effect of increasing the importance of ideology and reducing the influence of

candidate quality. In any of these instances of polarization, the voter’s choice will depend less on candidate

quality and more on ideological preference.

Given that the trends in political polarization of Congress has been well documented (McCarty, Poole

and Rosenthal, 2016), these valence models would predict that the importance of candidate quality to votes

would decrease. There is a debate, however, over whether the public itself has polarized in the same way as

elites – see Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder (2006) and Fiorina and Abrams (2008) presenting evidence
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that the public is relatively moderate and has not polarized over time, and Abramowitz and Saunders (2008)

arguing the opposite. It is possible that while representatives have polarized, there remains a significant

number of moderate voters who are still affected by valence characteristics like candidate quality. In this

case, we would find that the effects of candidate quality on voter behavior have not diminished over time,

despite elite-driven polarization.

This would be easy to test in theory, but a difficulty arises in trying to accurately measure candidate

quality in a way that can be used to compare its effects on voter behavior over time. Because measuring

candidate quality is a difficult task, the existing measures of candidate quality typically used in political

science research are quite limited. Many of them are simply imprecise, in that they reduce candidate quality

down to particular aspect of candidate quality, indicated by a specific candidate characteristic. For example,

incumbency status is one of the most commonly used measures of candidate quality, but it is a binary variable

endogenous to previous political outcomes, which causes issues when trying to measure the effect of quality

differences on elections.1 While incumbency is likely related to candidate quality, the effects of incumbency on

political outcomes are not solely reflective of candidate quality - factors such as name recognition (Stokes and

Miller, 1962) and news coverage (Prior, 2006), office resources, scaring off high quality challengers (Ashworth

and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008b; Ban, Llaudet and Snyder, 2016), and fundraising ability all come as benefits

with incumbency status and are hard to disentangle from the effects of being a higher quality candidate.

Incumbency status is also unable to reveal information about candidate quality differences in open seat

races, where candidate quality might be harder for voters to assess. So while incumbency theoretically is

related to candidate quality, it remains a rough and imprecise measure confounded by many other factors.

Other measures of candidate quality typically only reflect certain aspects of candidate quality. Prior

experience and years or experience have been used in various contexts (Krasno and Green, 1988; Miquel and

Snyder, 2006; Lazarus, 2007), sometimes focused only on the “relevant” experience (Hirano and Snyder, 2019,

Ch.5, Section 2). The (lack of) scandals is another indicator that some have used as a signal of candidate

quality as well (Puglisi and Snyder, 2011; Fonseca-Galvis, Snyder and Song, 2013; Miller and Hamel, 2021).

Some researchers use candidate backgrounds, such as their profession, qualifications, or education, to identify

higher quality candidates. Canon (1990) explores “political amateurs” in congress, as does Lazarus (2007),

and Miquel and Snyder (2006) find that lawyers are ranked as higher quality lawmakers by experts.

A more holistic measure of candidate quality that has been used in previous research is expert opinions,

including ratings of candidate quality made by researchers, political organization or professional groups.

Luttbeg (1992) uses ratings collected from local newspapers, while Stone, Maisel and Maestas (2004) and

1The research on incumbency effects is vast. For just a few examples of incumbency as a measure of candidate quality see
Jacobson and Kernell (1981); Jacobson (2015); Carson, Engstrom and Roberts (2007).
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Stone et al. (2010) use politician and expert “informant” ratings for members of congress to quantify the

quality of candidates. The measure of quality in Miquel and Snyder (2006) is rankings from a survey of

legislators, lobbyist, and journalists who rate the “effectiveness” of state legislators in the North Carolina

legislature. Buttice and Stone (2012) surveys political experts for quality and ideological ratings, and uses

differences in quality ratings to estimate the effect of quality on vote shares and how quality differentials

interact with the policy differences of the candidates. Lim and Snyder (2015) use qualification rankings from

the American Bar Association to differentiate between judicial candidates of varying quality.

Expert opinions or ratings are probably the closest existing measure to political scientists’ holistic concep-

tion of “quality,” as experts can appropriately weigh all relevant candidate characteristics for a given office

and produce a single quantifiable score. But while expert opinions may be better measures of quality, they

are difficult to collect for a large set of candidates and races and they are often unavailable in many historical

settings. Ratings used in Miquel and Snyder (2006) only cover North Carolina State Legislators; Lim and

Snyder (2015)’s measure of bar association ratings is limited to Judicial candidates; studies like Mondak

(1995), Stone, Maisel and Maestas (2004), and Stone et al. (2010) use profile-based or expert informant

ratings only for a limited set of candidates in specific elections; and Buttice and Stone (2012) surveys experts

in a single year in a sample of congressional districts.

In summary, the previous measures of candidate quality used in elections research are limited and coarse,

or they are not available in a way that would allow for comparisons of the effects of quality in different

circumstances or over time. To study the importance of candidate quality in an electoral context, an ideal

measure would be one that is holistic and that is available for many offices and elections, over time and in

varying contexts. In this paper, I use the information about candidate quality revealed from local newspapers’

political endorsements to construct that ideal measure.

2.2 Newspaper Endorsements as Expert Opinion

Newspapers, when making political endorsements, make their decision based on both “valence” characteristics

such as candidate quality, as well as ideological issues and positioning. Typically, newspaper endorsements

have been used by political scientists to measure the partisan bias of news, rather than candidate quality

(Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder, 2006; Larcinese, Puglisi and Snyder, 2011; Puglisi and Snyder, 2011,

2015). But in a few studies, notably Hirano and Snyder (2014) and Hirano and Snyder (2019), newspaper

endorsements are used to identify high quality candidates. Much like expert opinion surveys, newspaper

editors make their endorsements based on what they know about the candidates and issues in an election,

and often justify their decisions by writing about characteristics of candidate quality. For example, Hirano
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and Snyder (2019, Ch.8, Section 1.1) show that newspapers often mention previous experience or relevant

experience in their editorial endorsements. In general, newspapers should be more likely to endorse higher

quality candidates, and therefore could be used to measure differences in quality between two candidates in

an election.

Figure 1 below shows an example of a newspaper endorsement: The Arizona Republic’s endorsement for

the Presidential election in 2016. For president they endorsed a Democrat, Hillary Clinton, for the first time

in the paper’s 125-year history. They explain their decision by saying that Donald Trump was “not conserva-

tive and not qualified.” The editorial boards go on to explain “what Clinton has (and Trump doesn’t)” that

led them to their endorsement – that Clinton has the “experience and judgment to lead.” They also pointed

to her “record of service”, and in particular noted Trump’s lack of experience and qualifications. This style

of justification based on comparing the quality characteristics of candidates is typical of endorsement articles

written by newspaper editorial boards.2

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Arizona Republic Newspaper’s 2016 Presidential Endorsement.

Notes: The article demonstrates that the newspaper’s endorsement decision is based on the “conservative
ideals and Republican principles” of the paper and also on the quality of the candidates. The article goes
on to compare the experience and qualifications of Clinton and Trump to justify their endorsement decision.
Published Sept 27, 2016; Updated Oct 17, 2016. Accessed March 24, 2022 (https://www.azcentral.com/
story/opinion/editorial/2016/09/27/hillary-clinton-endorsement/91198668/)

2See appendix Figure A2, panel (b) for another example of an endorsement article
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Public interviews with newspaper editorial board members also reveal the criteria used to make endorse-

ments. Newspaper editorial boards generally feel that they are trying to “inform the public” about the

candidates, not in attempt to manipulate the votes of their readers but rather as an act of public service,

providing information about the policy positions and qualifications of candidates to those who wouldn’t oth-

erwise have time to learn about the election. They claim that they weigh aspects of candidate quality strongly

when they make their endorsement decisions. The following quotes from newspaper editorial page editors ex-

plain in their own words how their decisions are made, demonstrating the sincerity and quality-based factors

that go into the decision of whether and who to endorse:

“The Republic has endorsed candidates for more than 120 years because we believe our choices can inform readers
and spur community debate. Let’s make this clear: We’re not telling you how to vote. We respect the sanctity of
your decision, based on your beliefs, research and contemplation. But at the same time, we know you’re busy. You
may not have the time to meet the candidates, to hear them speak, to cull their election literature and research
their records. We do that. We follow the races closely. We talk to the campaigns and candidates. We research
their records and explain why we think a certain candidate deserves your vote.” – The Arizona Republic editorial
board.3

“The Globe endorses candidates to clarify key issues at stake in a political race and to help inform readers who
are aligned with the editorial board’s positions and values when they are deciding how to vote. We do the work
of reporting and analysis that many readers don’t have time to do. Particularly for down-ballot (non-Presidential,
local) races and for ballot questions, we take the time to learn about the candidates and questions, to interview
candidates and proponents, and to deliberate on the tradeoffs. We then transparently share that reasoning and
information as a service to readers and voters who don’t have the opportunity to meet candidates in person or to
vet them as thoroughly as the board.” – Bina Venkataraman, editorial page editor at The Boston Globe.4

“The closest analogy to this process may be a job interview. What is it in the candidates’ experience that prepares
them for the job we’re trying to fill? We have all read their résumés and watched their debate performances; their
platforms and programs are on their websites. We’re trying to get at something different — how they would perform
in office and whether they have any idea of how to accomplish whatever goals they’ve set... Whose platform and
record are most consistent with our values? Whose temperament and character are best suited to the demands of
the presidency?” – Kathleen Kingsbury, deputy editorial page editor at The New York Times.5

The editorial boards focus in on each candidate’s experience, and ultimately “how they would perform

in office.” They take the time to research all the candidate and issues, and act like experts when making

their informed opinion about who the best candidate in the race is. To further analyze the extent to which

endorsement are determined by candidate qualifications, I perform a basic text analysis exercise on a sample

of 200 endorsement articles, like the ones shown in Figure 1 and appendix Figure A2, panel (b). I pre-process

the text by removing stop words and other superfluous words that are unrelated to the endorsements from

the articles.6 Figure 2 displays a word cloud of the most common words used in endorsement articles. One

of the most used words is “experience” – a widely used measure of candidate quality in the political science

literature – and other experience-related words like “incumbent”, “former”, “served”, and “record” also ap-

pear at high-frequencies. Another notable feature of the word cloud is the high-frequency occurrence of more

3https://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/editorial/2016/09/27/why-arizona-republic-endorsements/90902414/,
Accessed 8/23/22.

4Tom Jones, https://www.poynter.org/newsletters/2020/why-do-newspapers-still-make-political-endorsements/,
Accessed 8/11/22.

5Lara Takenaga, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/13/reader-center/political-endorsements.html, Accessed 8/23/22.
6These superfluous words are words like “editorial” and “board”, which appear in essentially every article. See subsection A.II

for more details.
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qualitative and subject words that describe aspects of candidate quality, such as “leadership”, for which it

would be extremely hard if not impossible to get objective measures. “Issues” is another top-appearing word,

and “education”, “tax”, and “health” also appear frequently, signaling that editorials often talk about candi-

date positioning on important issues as well. Overall, the word cloud suggests that newspaper endorsements

are based on holistic assessments of candidates’ qualities, including hard to measure “valence” characteristics

that political scientists have long noted the importance of but for which no objective measures are available.

Figure 2: Word Cloud of Common Words in Editorial Articles

Notes: Words come from 200 article-style endorsements written by newspaper editorial boards. Larger words
appear more frequently within endorsement articles. See appendix subsection A.II for more details.

In addition to the qualitative evidence that endorsements are indicative of candidate quality, I can also test

whether existing measures of candidate quality such as incumbency or previous experience predict newspaper

endorsements. For this and the rest of the analyses in the paper, I utilize a set of over 23,000 newspaper

endorsements collected from various sources. The endorsements have been manually collected over a number

of years, and include endorsements for many major regional newspapers and for elected offices ranging from

president down to local city or county government positions.7

Table 1 below provides summary statistics for the set of all partisan newspaper endorsements that are

used in the final estimation procedure. The endorsements span 1950-2020, come from 372 unique newspapers

7See appendix subsection A.I for more details on the endorsement collecting procedure, and appendix Table A1 for a list of
included newspapers and the number of endorsements from each
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in nearly all (49) states. About 12 percent of the endorsements are endorsements for Presidential candidates,

8 percent are for candidates for U.S. Senate, 21 percent are for candidates for U.S. House, 33 percent are for

candidates for statewide offices,8 15 percent are for state legislative candidates (state house/assembly and

state senate), and the remaining 11 percent are for local government or other elected offices. The share of

Democratic endorsements by papers is close to 50 percent overall and in most offices.

Table 1: Newspaper Endorsement Summary Statistics

Office N Endorsements Share % Dem % Incumbents N Papers N Elections

President 2,855 0.12 0.42 0.60 347 18

US Senate 1,793 0.08 0.52 0.73 338 434

US House 4,796 0.21 0.53 0.83 304 2,086

Statewide 7,542 0.33 0.51 0.78 352 1,827

State Legislature 3,492 0.15 0.55 0.90 80 1,283

Local Govt 2,567 0.11 0.52 0.84 137 824

Total 23,045 1.00 0.51 0.79 372 6,472

Notes: Only endorsements used in the final estimations are included in tabulations. N Endorsements is the number of

endorsements for the office type indicated in each row. Share is the share of all endorsements of the office type. % Dem

is the percentage of the endorsements that are for the Democratic candidate, while % Incumbents is the percentage of

endorsements that are for the incumbent when the incumbent is running for reelection. N Papers is the number of unique

newspapers that make endorsements for the office type. N Elections is the number of unique elections for that office type.

Endorsement data span 1950-2020 (see appendix Figure A1).

The summary statistics in Table 1 reveal evidence of a strong incumbency effect on endorsements: when

incumbents ran for reelection, they were highly likely to be endorsed by local newspapers. Overall, incumbents

win the endorsements of local newspapers nearly 80 percent of the time in this set of endorsements. If

incumbency is correlated with candidate quality, then the high endorsements rate of incumbents is the first

sign that newspaper endorsements are at least partially based on differences in candidate quality.

Using only Chicago Tribune endorsements in primary elections between 1916-1950, Hirano and Snyder

(2019) show that incumbency and relevant experience9 both predict whether a candidate will be endorsed.

I take a similar approach and, in Table 2, I test whether four commonly used measures of candidate quality

predict newspaper endorsement decisions in the general election among this new set of endorsements. The

8Statewide offices include governor, lt. governor, secretary of state, attorney general, state supreme court justice, comptroller,
corporation commissioner, agriculture commissioner, commissioner of lands, labor commissioner, railroad commissioner, state
auditor, and public service commissioner. The number and specific statewide offices vary across states and newspapers.

9Relevant experience is defined by Hirano and Snyder (2019) as experience that indicates “the candidate’s ability to perform
the tasks associated with the office they are seeking.” (p.89) For example, being a state legislator entails similar work as being a
U.S. House representative, so it counts as relevant experience. See (Hirano and Snyder, 2019, Ch.5, Section 2) for more details.
I use this same definition of relevant experience throughout this paper.
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outcome variable in the table is whether the newspaper endorsed a Democrat, and each observation is a

newspaper endorsement. The explanatory variables are coded as 1 when they favor the Democratic candidate

(e.g., when the Democrat is the incumbent), −1 when they favor the Republican candidate, and 0 when there

is no difference (e.g., when nobody is the incumbent in an open seat). The reverse coding of the variables for

Republican candidates assumes that the effects of each of these quality variables is the same across parties

(Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder, 2006). In all of the specifications, I include newspaper fixed effects to

control for differences across newspapers in their propensity to endorse Democrats.

The results in Table 2 show that incumbency is a strong predictor of a candidate earning a local news-

paper’s endorsement in the general election: being an incumbent is associated with a 29 percentage point

increase in the probability of being endorsed by a newspaper. Column (1) shows that incumbency and news-

paper fixed effects alone can explain more than 40 percent of the variance in newspaper endorsements, with

incumbency alone explaining nearly 25 percent. Relevant experience and decades of experience are also both

strong predictors of earning an endorsement, and the length of service shows decreasing returns in the effect

on the probability of being endorsed. In column (5), I find that being in a scandal also strongly reduces

the probability of being endorsed. Additionally, because not all candidates who are involved in scandals

are included in the regression results – due to the fact that many candidate who are in serious scandals

either resign or do not win their primaries – the results for the effect of scandals on endorsements is likely a

lower bound, as the more extreme and career-ending scandals have been filtered out of the sample through

resignations or primaries. Depending on the specification, these common measures of candidate quality can

explain up to 82% of variation in endorsement behavior from newspapers.

Despite this strong evidence that endorsements are strongly determined by candidate quality, the partisan

bias of the papers must be taken into account in order to properly estimate candidate quality differentials

from the endorsement data set. It is well known that newspapers have partisan biases (Gentzkow, Glaeser

and Goldin, 2006; Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder, 2006; Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010). As demonstrated

in Figure 1 and in the quoted statements from editorial boards above, many newspapers and their editors

are not shy about their ideological or partisan preferences. When newspapers make endorsements in general

elections, they will consider candidate quality in addition to their partisan preference for one party over

another. Using the number of endorsements or share of endorsements that a candidate gets may be correlated

with quality, but will also be confounded with partisan or ideological considerations of newspapers. While

elections for offices like president will have endorsements from many newspapers with widely varying partisan

biases, endorsements for other offices down the ballot such as Governor, U.S. House, or state legislature may

only have a handful of papers making endorsements. In these cases, it will be harder to tell whether the

endorsements are indicative of the partisan preferences of the newspapers or candidate quality considerations.
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Table 2: Predicting Newspaper Endorsements

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D

Incumbency 0.291*** 0.333*** 0.300*** 0.185*** 0.253***
(0.004) (0.005) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009)

Relevant Experience 0.408*** 0.349*** 0.258*** 0.138*
(0.048) (0.040) (0.038) (0.076)

Decades of Experience 0.112*** 0.402*** 0.311***
(0.005) (0.012) (0.013)

(Decades of Experience)2 -0.100*** -0.075***
(0.004) (0.004)

Scandal -0.142***
(0.039)

Observations 20,446 9,519 5,865 5,865 3,553
Adjusted R-squared 0.403 0.499 0.709 0.744 0.819
Adjusted Within R2 0.247 0.373 0.614 0.660 0.755
State-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Newspaper FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: Outcome variable is coded as 1 for a Democratic endorsement, 0 for a Republican endorsement, and 0.5
for a third party or non-endorsement. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Re-
publican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. Relevant experience is an indicator variable equal to +1 (Democrat),
−1 (Republican), or 0 (both or neither have relevant experience), and Decades of Experience and (Decades of
Experience)2 are positive for Democrats and negative coded for Republicans. Columns 3-5 use only Presidential,
congressional, and state legislative endorsements for which I have data on candidate experience. Column 5 uses
only Congressional candidates for years 1978-2018 for which scandal data is available. Scandal data come from
Miller and Hamel (2021), years of experience for congressional candidates comes from Lewis et al. (2022), and
state legislator years of experience and prior legislative experience partially comes from Klarner (2018). Not all
endorsements are included in the regressions due to missing information. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

The partisan bias of newspapers is useful, however, because it reveals information about the magnitude of

the differences in candidate quality. Higher quality candidates should receive more endorsements, conditional

on newspaper partisan bias. This means that, for example, when a strongly Republican-leaning newspaper

endorses a Republican candidate, not much information about candidate quality differences are revealed.

But when a strongly Republican-leaning newspaper endorses a Democratic candidate in an election, that is a

much stronger signal of differences in candidate quality – in this example, indicating a relatively high-quality

Democratic candidate. Only if candidate quality differences are large will a strongly biased newspaper endorse

a candidate from the party they typically do not prefer. The endorsement in Figure 1 is notable because it is an

unexpected endorsement, given the Arizona Republic’s partisan lean. Many other traditionally conservative

papers, such as the Dallas Morning News, Ohio’s Columbus Dispatch, and the San Diego Union Tribune,10

also unexpectedly endorsed a Hillary Clinton for President in 2016.11 This is suggestive evidence that Trump

10See appendix Table A1.
11See also: Beckman, Milo. Clinton Leads Trump—And Obama And Reagan—In The Newspaper Endorsement Race Oct. 28,

2016; Veltman, Noah, “Newspaper Presidential Endorsements” https://noahveltman.com/endorsements/, Accessed 6/16/22.
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in 2016 was a relatively worse candidate than Clinton, with differences large enough that even strongly

Republican papers did not want to endorse the Republican candidate. The underlying idea of focusing on

“surprising” endorsements as a strong signal of implied quality has its roots in early models like Calvert

(1985), which explains the conditions under which information from biased sources may be more preferred

by rational decision making agents. The idea of “credible” endorsements – identified by conditioning on the

partisan lean of newspapers – has also been utilized in more recent empirical work examining the effects of

endorsements on voting, such as Ladd and Lenz (2009), Chiang and Knight (2011), and Casas, Fawaz and

Trindade (2016).

I develop a formal model of newspaper endorsement decisions, and use it to estimate the partisan bias

of newspapers and the differences in candidate quality, using the large set of newspaper endorsements. The

main benefit of the quality differential measure is that it is a holistic measure that can be used to estimate

the effects that candidate quality has on election results in a variety of contexts and over time. The fact that

the quality differentials are relative, and not absolute measures, of quality is a limitation of the endorsement-

based measure. However, in vote choice models between two candidates, the differences in candidate quality

are what matters in voter’s decisions (Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a; Chiang and Knight, 2011),

and quality differentials have been used in other work assessing the effects of candidate quality (Buttice

and Stone, 2012). Relative to previous measures, the evidence that newspaper endorsements are based on

a more holistic expert assessment of candidate quality also makes the quality differential estimates a more

theoretically valid measure, which can be used to assess the impact of differences in candidate quality on

election outcomes.

3 Modeling Endorsements and Estimating Quality Differentials

3.1 Formal Model of Endorsement Decisions

I model a newspaper’s endorsement decision based on the newspaper’s partisan preference along with the

difference in candidate quality between two candidates. My model is based on general models in the “valence”

literature (Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2000; Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a), as well as the model in

Chiang and Knight (2011), who measure the credibility of individual endorsements and estimate their effects

on voter learning and behavior rather than using endorsements to estimate candidate quality differentials per

se. I assume that newspapers get potential utility from each candidate in a two-candidate general election

in the form:
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un,c = ωqc − (in − ic)
2

Where un,c is the utility that newspaper n gets from candidate c winning the election, qc is politician c’s

quality, ω is the relative utility weight that newspapers put on candidate quality, in is a measure of newspaper

n’s ideological preferences and ic is the location of candidate c’s ideological position. Utility increases in

candidate quality qc, scaled by ω which I assume is constant across newspapers, but suffers quadratic loss as

the candidate’s ideological position ic moves further away from the newspaper’s preferred ideological point in.

While I assume a particular quadratic loss function form here, which is common in the literature (Ashworth

and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a; Chiang and Knight, 2011; Hall and Thompson, 2018), the results of the

model only rely on the fact that the utility from quality and ideological congruence are additively separable.

I further simplify the decision by assuming that in the general election there are two parties from which

the candidates may come: Republican (R) or Democrat (D). Hence, c ∈ {D,R}, and we can write candidate

quality in terms of the quality of the Republican candidate, qR, and the quality of the Democratic candidate,

qD. We can also write candidate ideology in terms of Republican or Democratic ideology as well, iR and iD.

Let higher values of i indicate a more liberal or Democratic ideology and lower values of i indicate a more

conservative or Republican ideology, so that iR < iD.

In a case with two candidates running, one from each party c = [D,R], the utility from each of a D or R

candidate for newspaper n is:

un,D = ωqD − (in − iD)2

un,R = ωqR − (in − iR)
2

Newspapers endorse the candidate that would maximize its utility should that candidate win the election.

I assume that newspapers endorse sincerely.12 Let en = 1 indicate a D endorsement for newspaper n and

en = 0 indicate a R endorsement for newspaper n. Then:

en =

 1 if un,D > un,R

0 otherwise



12A model of “strategic” endorsing might have newspapers consider the likely effect of their endorsement – whether it could
potentially change some people’s vote choice or affect the outcome of the election – relative to the cost in terms of “reputation”
or reader trust – the ability to influence more important future elections with their endorsements. Given the qualitative evidence
from public interviews with newspaper editors in subsection 2.2, it appears many newspaper endorsements are in fact sincere.
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This simplifies to endorsing a Democrat (en = 1) if the following is true:

en = 1

[
ωδq > (in − iD)2 − (in − iR)

2

]
Where δq = qD − qR is the candidate quality differential - how much higher the Democratic candidate’s

quality is relative to the Republican candidate’s quality, and 1 is an indicator function. (See appendix

subsection B.I for more details on model derivations.) Positive values of δq indicate that the Democratic

candidate is higher quality relative to the Republican candidate, while negative values indicate the opposite.

This decision rule shows that a newspaper will endorse a Democrat if the relative utility-weighted difference in

quality between the Democrat and Republican candidates is greater than the value of the difference in utility

loss the newspaper incurs due to the ideological distances of each of the candidates from the newspaper’s

own preference.

From the newspaper’s point of view, they are uncertain about the quality of each candidate. Even as

experts, newspapers will have a hard time learning the true quality of each candidate, but need to make their

best guess based on what they observe. Candidate quality may be especially difficult to estimate quality

in open seats, where neither candidate has a record of performance in the job, or in cases where neither

candidate has relevant political experience. As in Chiang and Knight (2011), I assume newspapers receive a

noisy but unbiased signal of the quality of each candidate:

θn,c = qc + εn,c

where εn,c is normally distributed with mean zero and a variance of 1
2σ

2
ε for all candidates and newspapers.

This means that, from the newspaper perspective, their signal of the difference in quality between the

Democratic and Republican candidate is:

δ̃q = θn,D − θn,R = δq + εn,δq

where now εn,δq is normally distributed with mean zero and variance σ2
ε . Newspapers use the normalized

signal of candidate quality in their endorsement decision (Chiang and Knight, 2011). More noise in the

signal of candidate quality (a higher σ2
ε) means that newspapers will make their endorsements based more

on ideological congruence and based less on differences in candidate quality.

I also assume newspapers do not know each candidate’s true ideology. There are a number of ways

newspapers could make estimates of candidate ideologies. They could simply assume that the partisan

affiliation of each candidate determines their ideological position. They could assume that each candidate’s
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ideology is equivalent to their party’s median policy position. When more information is available – such

as when newspapers interview candidates and ask them policy-related questions – newspapers could try to

gauge where exactly is each candidate’s ideal point, ic. For now, I simply assume that newspapers receive

another unbiased but potentially noisy signal of candidate ideologies: ĩD and ĩR. In appendix subsection B.II,

I explore alternative assumptions about newspaper methods of assessing candidate ideology, and show that

the resulting candidate quality estimates are robust across assumptions and specifications.

Substituting the estimates and uncertainty back into the endorsement decision criteria gives:

en = 1

[
ω
δ̃q
σε

> (in − ĩD)2 − (in − ĩR)
2

]
With some algebra and simplifications,13 we can rewrite the decision as:

en = 1

[
in +

1

ϕ
δ̃q > m

]
where 1

ϕ represents a utility weighting constant determined by the ideological positions of the two candidates,

the noise in the signal of quality that newspapers receive, and newspapers’ relative utility weighting of quality,

1
ϕ = ω

2σε( ˜iD+ĩR)
, and m is the midpoint of the two ideological positions of the candidates, m = ( ˜iD+ĩR)

2 .

This intuitive form of the endorsement decision reveals a number of important implications. First, as

in vote choice models without a valence or quality component, a newspaper will endorse the Democratic

candidate if their ideal point in is greater than the midpoint m between the Republican’s ideological position

and the Democrat’s ideological position (higher values of i indicate a more liberal or Democratic ideology).

So, as a first order consideration, whether in is closer to iR or iD will be a strong determinant of which

candidate gets endorsed, as in most spatial models of vote choice.

In this model, the effect of ideology on the endorsement decision14 is adjusted by the (relative utility

weighted) effect of the quality differential, 1
ϕ δ̃q. As δ̃q increases – indicating that the quality of the Democrat

is increasing relative to the Republican candidate’s quality – then the paper will be more likely to endorse

the Democratic candidate. This quality differential consideration is scaled by 1
ϕ = ω

2σε( ˜iD+ĩR)
, which gets

smaller as the distance between ĩR and ĩD increases or as σε increases, and gets larger as ω increases. In

other words, as the distance between the candidates increases, candidate quality will matter less to the

endorsement decision; as the noise of the quality signal increases, newspapers will place less weight on their

own estimates of candidate quality differentials in the endorsement decision; and as the relative utility weight

that newspapers place on candidate quality increases, the effect of candidate quality on endorsement behavior

13See section B for a complete walk through of the derivation of the model results.
14It should be noted that, while I am modeling endorsement decisions in this paper, the general form of this decision model

could be more widely applied – for example, as a model of vote choice where voters care about differences in candidate quality.
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will also be larger.

In the case where a newspaper is very Republican leaning, such that the paper’s ideology in is close to the

ideological position of the Republican candidate’s ideology iR, then the Democratic candidate would need to

be much higher quality (or the Republican candidate much lower quality) in order for the paper to abandon its

utility from ideology congruence in order to gain the utility of having a high quality representative. The same

would be true of Democratic leaning papers – for a Republican to win a Democratic newspaper’s endorsement,

the Republican candidate would have to be much higher quality relative to the Democratic candidate. More

unbiased or neutral newspapers will care more about differences in candidate quality, since their ideological

position will be closer to the midpoint between each candidate and hence differences in quality will be more

likely to override partisan considerations endorsements. The uncertainty in the newspaper signals of candidate

quality and ideology means that even newspapers can make mistakes in their endorsements – sometimes they

would have endorsed a difference candidate than the one they endorsed had they been fully and accurately

informed of each candidate’s quality and ideology.

Importantly, in this form of the model the effects of ideology in and the effects of the quality differential

δq are additively separable. This makes it easier to estimate empirically the effects of quality and ideology,

since there are no cross-marginal effects to consider – the ideology of the paper doesn’t affect how much

utility it gets from candidate quality differentials, and the effect of candidate quality won’t effect how much

utility a newspaper gets from ideological congruence with the candidates. I estimate a high-dimensional fixed

effects linear probability model that allows me to maximize the number of elections for which I can estimate

candidate quality differentials. This model allows newspaper partisanship to change linearly over time,

but assumes that newspapers base their estimates of candidates’ ideological positions based solely on their

partisan affiliation. In appendix section B, I validate the high-dimensional model by estimating alternative

models using subsets of elections where I have estimates of candidates’ actual ideological positions.

3.2 High-Dimensional Fixed Effects Model

To estimate the model empirically, I translate the endorsement decision into a probability of endorsing a

Democrat, conditional on the key inputs of the structural model. Specifically, the probability of endorsing a

Democrat can be written as:

P (en = 1|in, iD, iR, δq) = P

(
in +

1

ϕ
δ̃q > m

)
where 1

ϕ = ω
2σε( ˜iD+ĩR)

and m = ( ˜iD+ĩR)
2 as before. Given that the effects of candidate quality differences

and newspaper ideology are additively separable, I use a simple linear probability model along with high-
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dimensional fixed effects to estimate both newspaper ideology and candidate quality.

To deal with the effects of candidate ideological positions, I assume that the newspaper estimates ĩD

and ĩR are constant across all candidates (within the same party) and across all elections in the sample

of newspaper endorsements. This is equivalent to assuming that newspapers care only about the partisan

affiliation of candidates, with in signaling how closely their own ideological positions are to each party. This

also means that m and ϕ will be constant across all elections in the endorsement data set. Given this

assumption, fixed effects for newspapers can be estimated using multiple endorsements from that newspaper;

and candidate quality differentials can be estimated as election-specific fixed effects, calculated from multiple

newspapers endorsing in a specific election. Alternative assumptions and specifications to this model are

examined in appendix subsection B.II and appendix subsection B.III, which show that more precise estimates

of ideological positions of candidates results in very similar quality differential estimates. As explained in

appendix section B, I believe this is because party affiliation is the strongest determinant of candidate policy

positions. The within-party variance in candidate ideological positions is dominated by the cross-party

variance in ideological positions, so including it does not add much to the simpler model.

The econometric linear probability model of newspaper endorsements is:

en,r = α+ β1,n + β2,nt+ γr + εn,r

Where en,r is newspaper n’s endorsement in a particular election race r, coded as 1 for a Democratic en-

dorsement, 0 for endorsing the Republican, and 0.5 for explicitly endorsing neither candidate or for endorsing

a third party candidate. The β1,n are newspaper fixed effects which capture a newspapers mean ideological

partisan bias across all endorsements, and I allow newspapers to change their partisan positioning over time

with a linear15 time trends in newspaper bias, β2,n, with t = 0 in year 1950, given that previous work has

shown a strong pro-Republican bias in the early years of the sample.16 The γr are election-specific fixed

effects which capture differences in candidate quality, and εn,r are the error terms. Because en,r is a binary

variable code with 0 for Republican endorsements and 1 for Democratic endorsements, it means that positive

values for the coefficients of β1,n, β2,n, or γr indicate a pro-Democratic bias or a pro-Democratic quality

differential, and negative values indicate pro-Republican bias or pro-Republican quality differentials. After

estimation, I standardize the partisan bias and quality differential variables to have a mean of 0 and a stan-

dard deviation of 1, for ease of interpretation.17 In total, I use 23,045 endorsements to estimate the partisan

15I also try quadratic and cubic time trends in alternative models and the results do not substantially change.
16See Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder (2006). The sample of endorsements used here display the same trends. See appendix

Figure A3 in appendix subsection A.I.
17The original mean across partisan bias estimates was -0.014, with a standard deviation of 0.271. The original mean across

all estimated quality differentials was 0.011, with a standard deviation of 0.406
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bias for 372 newspapers and candidate quality differentials for candidates in 6,472 elections (see Table 1).

The newspaper fixed effects β1,n can be thought of as a function of newspaper ideology in, or more

specifically, a measure of the paper’s propensity to endorse Democratic candidates while controlling for

differences in candidate quality. I refer to this propensity to endorse Democrats as a partisan “bias” of the

newspaper. The β2,n term allows this ideological position to change over time (linearly), so that newspaper

n’s ideology in year y is equal to β1,n + β2,nt.
18 Higher β values indicate a pro-Democratic bias, while

lower values indicate a pro-Republican bias. I present the full partisan bias with time trend results for each

newspaper in appendix Table A1, and appendix subsection A.I has a longer discussion about the data and

sample characteristics.

Given that multiple newspapers endorse a candidate in the same election, we can also estimate election-

specific fixed effects, γr, that capture the quality differences between candidates, in terms of how it affects the

endorsement behavior of newspapers given their estimated ideology. An important limitation of the quality

effects measure estimated from this endorsement model is that the election-specific fixed effects represent

relative quality differentials between candidates, rather than an absolute measure of quality. Specifically, γr

is specific to election r, which is reflective of quality differences between the two candidates in a particular

office and year. Positive values of γr indicate that the Democratic candidate in race r is relatively higher

quality than the Republican candidate, while negative values of γr indicate that Republican candidate in

race r is relatively higher quality than the Democratic candidate. A large quality differential could be due

to the higher quality candidate being a very good candidate, or due to the lower quality candidate being a

particularly bad candidate, or some combination of these scenarios.

Figure 4 graphs the density plots of the standardized estimates of newspaper partisan bias and candidate

quality differentials, using the linear probability model high-dimensional fixed effects model. The left panel

of Figure 4 plots the distribution of newspaper bias estimates, separately for newspapers in the 1960s and

for newspapers in the 2000s.19 The partisan bias distributions show that local news was heavily Republican-

leaning in the 1960s, but had become more Democratic-leaning and neutral by the 2000s.20 This is consistent

with other findings in the literature, which document a heavily Republican lean in newspaper endorsements

in the 1950s and 1960s (Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder, 2006),21 and affirms that the partisan fixed effects

are accurately picking up the expected trends in local news partisan bias over this time period.

18While not the focus of this paper, the measured partisan bias of the newspapers here actually controls for differences in
candidate quality that affect endorsement decisions, and is theoretically a better measure of a paper’s partisan bias than previous
measures that use endorsements to estimate partisanship.

19Because newspaper partisanship includes linear time trends, the density displays the number of newspaper-year occurrences
of the estimated partisan bias measure.

20I compare the 1960s to the 2000s because the bulk of the endorsement data starts in the 1960s and ends in 2006. See
appendix Figure A1. Endorsements for 1950-1960 and 2010-2020 are in the process of being collected.

21See also appendix Figure A3 for the raw share of local newspaper endorsements for each political party by year.
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Figure 3: Density Plots of Newspaper Partisanship and Candidate Quality Differentials
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Notes: Positive and higher values of newspaper partisanship indicate a pro-Democratic bias, while negative
and lower values of newspaper partisanship indicate a pro-Republican bias. Estimated quality differentials for
Republican incumbents are multiplied by −1 in the figure so that higher values indicate that the incumbent
is higher quality (relative to their challenger), regardless of the partisan affiliation of the incumbent.

In the right panel of Figure 4, I plot the estimated candidate quality differentials for incumbent candidates,

separately for Republicans and for Democrats, in all years included in the estimation sample.22 I multiply

the standardized candidate quality differential estimates for Republican incumbents by −1, so that the

quality differential is the quality of the incumbent relative to their challenger, regardless of party, and higher

values indicate that the incumbent candidate is relatively higher quality than their challenger. Given the

prior literature on incumbency, it is expected that the endorsement-based candidate quality differential for

incumbents should be relatively high, and Figure 4 shows that incumbents (of both parties) have a typical

candidate quality differential at about one standard deviation above zero. One additional feature to note is

that the distribution of endorsement-based candidate quality differentials has a small but substantial density

below zero – meaning that there are a fair number of incumbents who actually are of worse quality than

their challengers. This observation about the distribution of incumbent relative quality is one reason why

the endorsement-based quality differential is a more nuanced measure of differences in quality, one that can

22I plot the full standardized distribution of quality differentials in appendix Figure C1.
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differentiate between a high- and low-quality incumbent.

In appendix subsection B.II, I show that the quality differential estimates are robust to a number of

alternative assumptions about how newspapers estimate the distances between newspapers’ own ideologies

and candidates’ policy positions. For the remainder of the paper, I use the newspaper partisan bias and

candidate quality differentials estimated from the simplified high-dimensional fixed effects linear probability

model in order to estimate the importance of candidate quality in elections.

4 Results: Quality Differentials and Election Outcomes

The endorsement-based candidate quality differential estimates provide a way to investigate substantive

questions about the effects of candidate quality on voter behavior and election outcomes, along with questions

about whether elections generally do a good job selecting high quality candidates to govern. For example,

how often does the higher quality candidate win, and how often does the lower quality candidate win despite

being lower quality? How does candidate quality differences affect vote shares, or the probability of winning?

And have the effects of candidate quality been reduced over time with the rise in political polarization? The

answers to these substantive questions are important to assessing the degree to which the quality differences

play a role in determining who gets elected and, ultimately, in who governs and creates public policy.

4.1 Selecting High Quality Candidates

How often do higher quality candidates win in elections? Table 3 show the rates at which the higher quality

candidate wins, conditional on the type of election and the party of the higher quality candidate, as indicated

by the rows of the table. Overall, the higher quality candidate wins in a large majority of elections, 77.1%

of the time. High quality Republicans are somewhat less likely to win their elections relative to high quality

Democrats (73.7% win rate relative to a 80.2% win rate). The second panel of Table 3 shows that when there

are large quality differences between the candidates – larger than one standard deviation in either direction

– the winning rates of the higher quality candidate rises to 87.1%. The fact that higher quality candidates

win when the differences are larger suggests voters place significant value on differences in candidate quality.

For races where incumbents are running (third panel of Table 3), the rate at which the higher quality

candidate wins is 80.9%. This is likely due to the correlation between incumbency and quality; incumbents

are more likely to be higher quality candidates and also reap the benefits of non-quality related electoral

advantages of being an incumbent. Additionally, being an incumbent may in fact make candidates higher

quality, or could reduce uncertainty around voter estimates of their quality because they have a record of

service in office. When focusing on cases where the incumbents themselves are the higher quality candidate,
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shown in the fourth panel of Table 3, the higher quality candidate (the incumbent) wins 93% of the time. The

high rates of incumbents winning is not surprising (Abramowitz, Alexander and Gunning, 2006; Friedman

and Holden, 2009). But the third and fourth panels of Table 3 shows that quality itself matters even for

incumbents.

Table 3: Selecting High Quality Candidates

Winner
High Quality Low Quality N Elections

All Races 77.1% 22.9% 3,525
High Quality R Candidate 73.7% 26.3% 1,694
High Quality D Candidate 80.2% 19.8% 1,831

> 1 Std Dev Quality Differences 87.1% 12.9% 1,309
High Quality R Candidate 88.6% 11.4% 787
High Quality D Candidate 84.9% 15.1% 522

Incumbents Running 80.9% 19.1% 2,746
High Quality R Candidate 76.5% 23.5% 1,334
High Quality D Candidate 85.1% 15.9% 1,412

High Quality Incumbents 93.0% 7.0% 2,255
High Quality Incumbent R 91.7% 8.3% 1,048
High Quality Incumbent D 94.4% 5.6% 1,207

Open Seats 63.7% 36.3% 779
High Quality R Candidate 63.6% 36.4% 360
High Quality D Candidate 63.7% 36.3% 419

Notes: Cells report the percentage of races won by either the higher or lower quality candidate (as
indicated by the columns), conditional on the type of election (all races, races with large quality differ-
entials (> 1 standard deviation difference), races with incumbents running for reelection, races where
the incumbent is running and the incumbent is higher quality, and open seat races) as well as the
partisan affiliation of the high quality candidate. Sample includes only elections for which candidate
quality differentials could be estimated and merged to election results.

Figure 4 plots the distribution of incumbent Republicans (left panel) and incumbent Democrats (right

panel), separately for incumbents who win their elections vs. incumbents who lose. For the figure, I multiply

the standardized quality differentials for Republicans by−1, so that higher values indicate that the Republican

incumbent is higher quality relative to their Democratic challenger. Generally, the distribution for winning

incumbents shows that their quality is often quite high relative to their challengers. However, the long left

tails of the winning incumbent quality distributions demonstrate that about 15% of incumbents who win

are actually lower quality than their challengers. Also according to the data, almost half of all incumbents

(44%) who lose their election are lower quality than their challengers. Incumbents who win their elections

have average quality differentials of 0.893 (Republicans) and 0.625 (Democrats), whereas incumbents who
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lose their elections have average quality differentials of 0.255 (Republicans) and 0.076 (Democrats). These

slight asymmetries can be seen in both panels of Figure 4.

In the data, overall, about 20% of incumbents are lower quality than their challengers. That incumbents

are generally higher quality than their challengers, and that incumbents who win reelection typically have

higher quality differentials than incumbents who lose, backs up the use of incumbency as a general proxy for

candidate quality. However, using only incumbency will mis-classify the low quality 20% of incumbents as

being the higher quality candidates in their races.

Figure 4: Incumbent Quality Differentials, by Party, Winners vs. Losers
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Notes: Left panel plots the distribution of quality differentials for Republican incumbents, separately for
those who win vs. those who lose reelection. Right panel plots the same thing but for Democrats. Quality
differentials are the election-specific fixed effects estimated from the linear probability model in subsection 3.2.

The last panel of Table 3 shows that in open seat races, high quality candidates win almost two-thirds

of the time, with essentially no differences in the win rates for high quality candidates across parties. These

seats have the lowest win rate for the higher quality candidate. In part, this is due to the fact that the

differences in candidate quality in open seats is typically smaller than quality differentials in seats where

incumbents are running. Figure 5 plots the quality distributions of candidates in open seats, based on the

party of the winning candidate (relative to the candidate of the losing party). The flatter distributions of

quality differentials shows that more evenly-matched candidates run in open seats. In open seats, 39% of
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Republicans who win are worse quality than their Democratic opponents, while only 32% of Democrats who

win are worse quality than their Republican opponents. The average quality differentials of the winning

candidates are also smaller than in races where incumbents are running: winning Democrats have quality

differentials of 0.256 and winning Republicans have quality differentials of 0.266.

The high likelihood of the better quality candidates winning across a variety of electoral circumstances

is good news for elections and democracy. A process where, over time, voters choose the higher quality

candidate at such a high rate would imply that a very large share of representatives at any given moment

were higher quality than their challengers. In cases where candidate quality differences are larger, voters

are more likely to select the high quality candidate, and high quality incumbents of either party are hardly

ever thrown out. Even in open seats, where candidate quality is more evenly matched and where it may be

hard to assess candidate quality, voters select the higher quality candidate two-thirds of the time. Open seat

selection is particularly important, since the winners of open seats go on to be incumbents in later rounds

– and then receive the quality and non-quality related benefits of incumbency moving forward. The basic

facts presented here characterize an electoral system that typically values candidate quality and selects for

the higher quality candidate when voters are presented with the choice.

Figure 5: Quality Differential Distributions, Open Seats Only, By Winning Candidate’s Party
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4.2 Candidate Quality Effects on Election Results

There is a strong correlation between the quality differentials of candidates and the two-party vote shares

in elections. The left panel of Figure 6 graphs a binned scatterplot of the Democratic share of two-party

votes (“Democratic Two-Party Vote Share”) conditional on the estimated candidate quality differential, with

a linear fitted line. I include all elections for which candidate quality differentials could be estimated and

merged to election results, across offices and over time.23 In this figure, a negative quality differential indicates

that Republican candidates are higher quality, and a positive quality differential indicates that Democrats

are higher quality. The plots show that higher quality candidates get more votes, which translates directly

into higher quality candidates being more likely to win their elections.

Figure 6: Vote Shares, P(D Win), and Quality Differentials
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the probability of the Democratic candidate winning the election on the y-axis and quality differentials on
the x-axis.

I test these suggestive results more formally in Table 4. Specifically, I run a regression of Democratic

two-party vote shares on the estimated candidate quality differential to quantify the effect that candidate

23In particular, I do not have election results for any of the local elections for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated, so these are excluded from all of the analyses that use election results.
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quality has on the share of votes they receive. With no controls (column 1), a one standard deviation increase

in candidate quality is associated with a very large 8.8 point increase in two party vote shares. In column

(2), I add in year and constituency fixed effects. Constituency fixed effects are an indicator variable for a

constituency, which is defined as a state-decade indicator variables for any statewide office, and is defined as

an indicator variable at the district level for U.S. House and state legislative districts (which only change due

to redistricting cycles). The constituency fixed effects capture the effects of the expected vote or “normal

vote,” while the year fixed effects capture election-specific shocks, which is a standard model of vote choice

and election outcomes (Converse, 1966). The R-squared for column (2) jumps considerably, and the coefficient

on quality differential drops to a significant but smaller 5.5 percentage points.

Column (3) adds incumbency as a control variable. Given that there are likely non-quality related

incumbency advantages that affect vote shares, it is possible that the estimated effect of quality differentials

in column (2) is subject to omitted variable bias from leaving out a control for incumbency. In other

words, if newspapers are more likely to endorse incumbents, as was shown to be true earlier in Table 2, and if

incumbents receive non-quality related electoral benefits, then one may worry whether the quality differential

measure is actually only picking up the effect of incumbency on votes shares, and not the effect of differences

in candidate quality per se. The coefficient on quality differentials dispels that worry, showing that even

controlling for incumbency, the endorsement-based quality differential has an effect of 4.1 percentage points

for a one standard deviation increase in candidate quality differentials. Notably, incumbency is estimated to

have a significant (and large) effect on vote shares as well.

The coefficient on quality differential from column (2) to column (3) drop by about 25%. Taken at face

value, this would imply that 25% of the quality differential effects without controlling for incumbency are

actually due to incumbency effects, which include both quality and non-quality related advantages. For

example, while it is true that there are non-quality related advantages of being an incumbent – such as name

recognition, media coverage, or better campaign funding (Cox and Katz, 1996) – which may affect vote shares

and also be correlated with the endorsement-based quality measure, it could also be the case that a candidate

becoming an incumbents also causes them to be higher quality by virtue of gaining experience in the very

office for which they are running. Ultimately, I use the preferred specification in column (3) as the more

conservative estimate of the effects of candidate quality differences that are due to candidate quality, without

worrying about how much of the separate incumbency effect is due to quality vs. non-quality related benefits.

Notably, incumbency effects fluctuate significantly over this time period (Ansolabehere and Snyder, 2002;

Jacobson, 2015), so it is crucial to account for changing effects of incumbency when assessing the importance

of candidate quality.

In Appendix Table C7, I run a fourth specification of this regression on incumbency without controlling
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for quality. The effect of incumbency rises to 5.4, from 3.6 points. Also taking these estimates at face value

implies that 33% of incumbency effects are attributed to differences in candidate quality, while the remaining

two-thirds of the incumbency advantage is due to non-quality related factors.24 Others who have attempt

to decompose incumbency advantages into quality versus non-quality related aspects estimate that around

one-third to one-half of the incumbency advantage is due to quality, even using very different identification

strategies, but which are consistent with my findings (Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart, 2000; Hirano and

Snyder, 2009). I present a series of alternative specifications in subsection C.III which demonstrate the

robustness of these results across model choices.

Table 4: Effects of Quality Differentials on Democratic Vote Share

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES D Vote D Vote D Vote

Quality Differential 0.088*** 0.055*** 0.041***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Incumbency 0.036***
(0.002)

Observations 3,530 2,828 2,828
Adjusted R-squared 0.375 0.796 0.823
Sample All All All
Year FE No Yes Yes
Constituency FE No Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.520 0.521 0.521
SD of D Vote 0.140 0.135 0.135
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0589 -0.0589
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.954 0.954

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which can-
didate quality differentials could be estimated and merged to election data.
Contains contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S. House,
and single-member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and select other
statewide offices, in years 1950-2020. Outcome for each specification is the
Democratic two-party vote share in the election (“D Vote”). The “Quality
Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate
that the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the
Democrat is higher quality. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic in-
cumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. ∗p < 0.10,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

In results presented in appendix subsection C.II, I test the effects of candidate quality for different offices.

Some theories of accountability and performance predict that the quality of elected officials will matter more

for “executive” positions, like governor or attorney general, where competency in running government is

24While not the main focus of this paper, it is worth noting that the decomposition of incumbency effects into quality and
non-quality related components demonstrates another innovative use of the endorsement-based quality measure that could be
used to better understand incumbency advantages and their trends more generally.
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more important to voters, and will matter less for legislative offices, where each candidate is just one of many

people voting on legislation. Across specifications, I find the largest effects of quality are for Governor, U.S.

Senate, and other statewide office races, and lowest the lowest effects for U.S. House and state legislative

elections.25

The statistically and meaningfully significant effect sizes estimated in Table 4 demonstrates that voters

do care about and respond to quality. The estimates in column (3) of Table 4 implies that the outcome

of any election with an expected Democratic vote share between 45.9% and 54.1% could be altered due to

a one standard deviation change in the difference in the quality of the candidates running. Approximately

31% of the elections in this sample had an expected Democratic vote share within that interval. Only about

50% of elections are within a two standard deviation quality differential margin (between 41.8% and 58.2%).

Given that the mean quality differential advantage of winners in the sample is about 0.4, the average bonus

to vote shares received by winning candidates due to quality differences was close to 1.6 percentage points,

separate from incumbency effects. Approximately 12% of the elections in the sample had winning margins

within 1.6 percentage points. These initial results suggest that while not totally determinate, changes in

candidate quality differentials have the potential influence a significant portion of election results, and would

be particularly influential in competitive elections. In appendix subsection C.I, I provide a plethora of

additional results and analyses demonstrating the validity and usefulness of the endorsement-based candidate

quality differential.

While the effects on vote shares give us insight into the extent to which voters care about and vote for

higher quality candidates, it does not tell us how differences in candidate quality affect final election results.

Ultimately, from the perspective of representation, what matters is not just whether voters care about quality

or vote for the higher quality candidate, but also to what extent the electoral process allows for higher quality

candidates to be selected by the voters that value them. I run a similar regression model in Table 5 as in

Table 4, but use the probability of the Democratic candidate winning as the outcome variable.

The same pattern of results appears in Table 5, with incumbency accounting for about one fourth of the

effects on probability of winning. The preferred estimate in column (3) shows that a one standard deviation in

quality differentials would increase a candidate’s probability of winning by 16.4 percentage points. Not only

do candidate quality differentials affect voter behavior as shown in the regressions on vote shares, they also,

on average across many electoral contexts, increase the probability of the higher quality candidate winning.

In appendix Table C9, I also estimate a model with only incumbency effects, and the change in magnitude

25While consistent with voters caring more about quality in those races, it could also be that voters (and newspapers) are
just more certain about candidate quality in statewide races generally, including U.S. Senate races, and hence there is more
measurement error in the quality estimates for U.S. House and state legislative candidates, biasing the estimated effects of
candidate quality towards 0 in those specifications.
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of the estimates implies that about 32.5% of the quality differential is due to incumbency effects, again very

similar to the pattern of results for vote shares.

Table 5: Effects of Quality Differentials on P(D Win)

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win)

Quality Differential 0.285*** 0.212*** 0.164***
(0.007) (0.010) (0.011)

Incumbency 0.120***
(0.011)

Observations 3,530 2,828 2,828
Adjusted R-squared 0.308 0.579 0.601
Sample All All All
Year FE No Yes Yes
Constituency FE No Yes Yes
Mean of P(D Win) 0.541 0.541 0.541
SD of P(D Win) 0.498 0.498 0.498
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0589 -0.0589
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.954 0.954

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate
quality differentials could be estimated and merged to election results. Contains
contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S. House, and single-
member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and other statewide offices, in years
1950-2020. Outcome for each specification is an indicator variable for the Demo-
cratic candidate winning in the election (“P(D Win)”). The “Quality Differential”
variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate that the Republican
is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is higher qual-
ity. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican
incumbent, and 0 for open seats. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Given the estimated effect sizes of candidate quality differentials on vote shares, the ultimate effect on the

probability of winning an election should depend strongly on how competitive a race is. I test this empirically.

In Figure 7, I plot coefficients of the effects of quality differentials on the probability of winning, conditional

on the normal vote of the election. The normal vote is defined for statewide elections as the average of

the Democratic two-party vote shares in Presidential, U.S. Senate, and other statewide office races in each

decade; and for legislative elections, as the average of the within a redistricting cycle.26 The coefficient on

probability of winning is plotted on the y-axis, and the x-axis indicates the midpoint of an interval of plus or

minus 2.5 percentage points in how close the election is to 50-50. For example, the point plotted at 0.025 on

the x-axis includes only elections where the winner was within 0-5 percentage points of 50-50, and the y-axis

point of almost 0.25 indicates a nearly 25 percentage point increase in the probability of winning due to a

26For the calculation of the normal vote to be used as a control variable to predict vote shares or election outcomes, for each
row of election results I calculate the normal vote excluding the row being used as an outcome variable.
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one standard deviation change in the candidate quality differential measure. The average effects decrease

linearly as the expected vote shares become less competitive. Essentially, quality differences have no effect

on final election results in any district that has an expected two party vote share of 65% or higher for the

favored party.27

Figure 7: Effect of Candidate Quality Differentials on P(Win), By Competitiveness
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Notes: The figure plots the coefficient and standard errors of candidate quality differentials from a regression
of P(Win) on quality differentials for all elections with a normal vote win margin +/− 0.025 points around
the x-axis value.

The estimates of the effect of candidate quality differentials on vote shares are in line with other results

in the literature from studies that use survey measures to estimate the effects of (relative differences in)

candidate quality (Stone et al., 2010; Buttice and Stone, 2012) though, unlike previous work, I provide a

much more comprehensive sample that spans many decades and thousands of elections. However, it should

be noted that the estimated effect sizes of quality may not always be able to overcome other national shocks,

such as year-specific partisan tides. For example, given the average quality differential bonus of 1.6 percentage

points, a partisan tide of 2 percentage points in one direction could cause many high quality candidates to

lose their elections, despite being higher quality. In appendix Figure C6, I show that there are relatively

27There are not enough elections to run the regression due to sample restrictions from the normal vote criteria along with
year and constituency fixed effects included as controls. Pooling elections with normal vote winning margins of 65% or greater
produces similar results.
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more low quality winners from a party when that party experiences a favorable partisan tide. National

partisan tides may also help to explain why candidate quality does not completely determine election results

in highly competitive races, as predicted in stylized valence models, and may also explain why high quality

candidates still lose almost 25% of the time (see Table 3). The effects on the probability of winning, and the

interaction with the closeness of elections, highlight the role that competitiveness plays in enabling voters to

select high-quality candidates, and imply that running high-quality candidates in competitive elections has

the biggest potential return for political parties.

4.3 The Effects of Quality Differentials Over Time

A narrative in the popular media is that increase political polarization of candidates and voters means that

candidate quality doesn’t matter like it used to. This idea – that polarization decreases the influence of quality

or valence characteristics – also is predicted directly from standard vote choice models with valence, along with

polarization of the political parties (Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita, 2008a; Hall and Thompson, 2018).

In this final section, I examine whether the effects of candidate quality differentials on election outcomes has

diminished over time with the rise of political polarization.

To do so, I break down the effect of quality on the probability of winning into three key components. The

first component is the effect that candidate quality differentials have on voter behavior. Earlier in Table 4, this

effect was estimated to be around 4 percentage points in two-party vote shares for a one standard deviation

increase in the difference in candidate quality, on average across all elections in the sample. The second

component that affects final election outcomes is the magnitude of the quality differentials in a particular

election. Multiplying these first two components together gives the average effect of quality differentials for

winning candidates. A third key component that affects the probability of quality differentials changing an

election result is the competitiveness of the election. If the normal vote is not within the margin of the

effects of quality on vote shares, given the quality differential in the election, the the quality differential will

not change who wins the election – as shown in Figure 7. Over time, if any of these three components are

changing, the probability that quality differentials affect final election results would change as well.

To analyze the importance of candidate quality differentials over time, I plot all three of these key

components plus the aggregate effect (effect of quality differentials on the probability of winning) in Figure 9.

Panel (a) shows an estimate of vote shares on quality, using the specification from column (3) of Table 4, run

on all elections in the year indicated on the x-axis plus or minus two election cycles, from 1960-2006.28 The

estimates show a small but significant increase in the effects of candidate quality on vote shares, going from

28I start the analysis at 1960 and end it at 2006 because that is where the bulk of my endorsements data starts and ends (see
Figure A1). I include plus or minus two election cycles to smooth the estimates. Results are robust to different inclusion intervals.
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slightly more than 3 percentage points to about 4.5 percentage points, contrary to what might be expected

from a polarizing political system. Panel (b) of Figure 9 shows that the average quality differential also has

not changed much over time. If anything, panels (a) and (b) would imply that the effects of candidate quality

have become more important over this time period.

In panel (c) of Figure 9, I plot the share of elections in each year that have a normal vote winning margin

within a one standard deviation effect of candidate quality on vote shares (the “quality margin”). There is a

marked decline in the proportion of elections where candidate quality is likely to make a difference, starting

at about 50% of elections in the 1960s and declining to around 25% by the end of the time period.29 Finally,

in panel (d) of Figure 9, I plot the estimates of the effects of quality differentials on the probability of winning

over time. The magnitude of the estimated effects in panel (d) track closely the share of elections with the

quality margin in panel (c). In aggregate, the effect of quality differentials on final election outcomes has

decreased from a 25 percentage point effect on winning to a 17.5 percentage point effect, which represents a

30% decrease in its effect size.

In summary, I find that the effects of candidate quality on vote shares has not decreased, despite increasing

political polarization over this time frame. However, I do find that the effect of candidate quality on the

ultimate election outcome – who wins the elections – has decreased over the same period. The reason for this

unexpected set of results is due to the fact that elections over this time period have become less competitive,

so there are less opportunities for candidate quality to swing elections. The results here suggest that rather

than the voters themselves polarizing along with the candidates, the competitiveness of elections is polarizing

instead, with a smaller number of competitive elections where quality can exert an effect on who wins. In

Figure 10, I split the time period in half and plot the density of election normal vote margins (expected

two-party Democratic vote shares) separately for all elections before 1985 and all elections after 1985. The

vertical lines indicate the quality margin, where a one standard deviation in candidate quality could change

an election result. There is a stark polarizing of the normal vote between the pre- and post-1985 sample of

elections, further emphasizing the decline in competitiveness over this time period.

29This panel uses only the sample of elections for which quality differentials could be calculated. Appendix Figure C7 shows
the share of elections within both one or two standard deviations of the quality effect, for all elections for which I have data. The
decline in competitiveness is not as stark, but it is still apparent – going from about 30% of all elections within a one standard
deviation quality margin to slightly less than 20% of elections.
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Figure 8: The Importance of Candidate Quality Differentials Over Time

(a) Effect of Quality Differential on Vote Shares (b) Average Quality Differential of Winners
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Notes: Panel (a) plots the effect of candidate quality differentials on vote shares over time, using all elections that are held within +/-4 years of the year indicated on the x-axis.
Panel (b) plots the average estimated quality differential of winning candidates over time. Panel (c) plots the share of elections where the normal vote is close enough to 50-50
that a one standard deviation in quality differentials would change the elections. Panel (d) plots the effects of candidate quality differentials on the probability of winning,
using all elections that are held within +/-4 years of the year indicated on the x-axis. All figures use only elections for which candidate quality differentials could be estimated.
Robustness of the competitiveness margin results are presented in section C.
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Figure 9: Normal Vote Distribution, Pre- and Post-1985
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Notes: The vertical dashed lines show the interval of margins within which the effect of a 1 standard deviation
change in quality differential would change the result of an election.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Using a novel measure of candidate quality differentials based on newspaper endorsements, this paper makes

a number of major contributions to the literature on elections, voting, and polarization.

First, collecting newspaper endorsements, developing the theoretical endorsement behavior model, and

the subsequent econometric estimation of both differences in candidate quality and the partisan biases of

local newspaper provides a new quantitative measure of candidate quality differentials which can be used to

study an important aspect of representation in a wide variety of contexts. The paper demonstrates how this

new measure overcomes limitations of previous measures like incumbency, and allows for a more nuanced

evaluation of the performance of elections in selecting high quality candidates. Further work in this domain

could use endorsement-based quality differentials to better understand the role that candidate quality plays

in other political and policy-related outcomes.

Second, the estimates of the effects of candidate quality on vote shares directly speaks to the value of

candidate quality to voters. Differences in quality affect voter decisions, and the magnitude of the effect has
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not declined over time, contrary to standard predictions of vote choice models with valence attributes. There

are a couple of possible explanation for this. It could be that even as the political parties polarize (McCarty,

Poole and Rosenthal, 2016) and as voters sort into parties (Abramowitz and Saunders, 2008), there is a mass

of voters who remain either moderate or cross-pressured (Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet, 1948), for whom

candidate quality still makes a difference in their vote choice. Recent research by Chiang and Knight (2011)

and Buttice and Stone (2012) show evidence that moderate or independent voters are more likely to respond

to differences in candidate quality. If voters are not polarizing to the same extent as elites (Fiorina and

Abrams, 2008), then candidate quality could still make a difference to enough voters to significantly impact

vote shares. For example, if even just 10% of voters are moderate or cross pressured like this, then even as

the other 90% polarize, reduce their split ticket voting (Kuriwaki, 2019), and sort into parties that match

their ideology, the remaining 10% could be the source of the stable impact of candidate quality on vote shares

over time. Another possibility is that the standard assumption in spatial models with valence characteristics

– that all voters have the same utility function – is simply wrong, in that some voters may not care much

about policy but care a lot about valence characteristics. More research on this topic is needed to figure out

the specifics of what is going on at the individual level.

Third, this paper demonstrates the importance of candidate quality even in a polarized era, and highlights

the role that competitiveness plays in the ability of voters to select candidates based on quality. I find that

the share of elections where quality effects can plausibly make a difference in the final outcome has declined

over time, consistent with trends documented in other work (Abramowitz, 1991; Abramowitz, Alexander and

Gunning, 2006). This is consequential because it suggests that polarization of voters and candidates is not

what is causing quality to matter less in the selection process. Given that numerous scholars have pointed out

potential benefits of political polarization (Snyder and Ting, 2002; Ahler and Broockman, 2018), it is possible

that political scientists can worry less about polarization per se and worry more about electoral competition,

if we think it is good for parties to compete on the dimension of candidate quality. Other political phenomena

in recent decades – such as geographic sorting of partisans (Bishop, 2008; Brown and Enos, 2021) or drawing

less competitive districts in redistricting (Kenny et al., 2022) - are the culprits for why candidate quality

seems to matter less, rather than voters not caring about high quality candidates anymore.

One limitation of the endorsement-based quality differential is that because it is a relative measure, it is

hard to draw conclusions about the absolute quality of representatives over time or in particular contexts.

However, the relative comparisons of candidate quality in an electoral context, where voter decisions are

structured to be a binary choice between two candidates, makes the measure well suited to estimate the

impact of candidate quality on election results. It could be the case that absolute candidate quality is getting

worse over this period, as some have suggested (Hall, 2019). This would be in spite of the fact that voters
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themselves seem to value candidate quality similarly as they have in the past. A full explanation of absolute

quality would also need to look at the competitiveness of primary elections, and the extent to which high

quality candidates win these primaries (Hirano and Snyder, 2014, 2019), and incorporate these into the

general election dynamics.

Given the importance of competitive elections, one policy implication of my research is that if it is good

for political parties to compete more on candidate quality then drawing more competitive districts in the

redistricting process would be beneficial. It also presents a practical problem for political parties to try to

solve, which is that often times high quality candidates want to run in safe districts, rather than competitive

ones. This implies that strong parties that can recruit high quality candidate to run in competitive seats will

do better than weak ones who can only recruit low-quality challengers in those areas.

The takeaway from the results of this paper is that the electoral process in the United States works quite

well at selecting high quality candidates. Voters value candidate quality, even in the contemporary polarized

era, and in a majority of cases the higher quality candidate wins their election. High quality incumbents

almost always win reelection, while incumbents who are lower quality than their challengers are much more

likely to lose their elections. Because candidate quality has the biggest effects on election outcomes in

competitive elections, the decline in competition in American elections has reduced the impact of candidate

quality on electoral outcomes. Importantly, these trends are not driven by voter preferences, but rather

due to systemic factors of elections that are changing over time, such as the geographic sorting of partisan

into electoral jurisdictions. The results highlight the importance of competition in the electoral process, and

suggest that the reduced effects of candidate quality on election results over time may be hindering voters’

ability to select high quality candidate, overall reducing the incentive for political parties to run higher quality

candidates in general elections.
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A Endorsement Data and Newspaper Sample Characteristics

A.I Endorsement Data

The procedure for finding, collecting, and digitizing newspaper endorsements is a time-consuming process that

requires considerable effort. Many of the endorsements come from newspapers.com, which is a comprehensive

archive of newspapers containing millions of scanned pages that can be viewed digitally online. Data from

newspapers.com is reputable and has been used in other peer-reviewed published political science work

analyzing newspapers (Ban et al., 2018). First, in the online digital archive, the editorial page of the

newspaper on the day of the general election for a specific year must be found. Then, one must look

for endorsements on the editorial page on that day. If there are no endorsements, we go to the day before

the election and check that editorial page for endorsements. We repeat this for up to ten days before the

election, until a published list of all the newspaper’s endorsements is found, or until all endorsement articles

in the time frame has been collected.

While it is common for newspapers to publish a summary of their endorsement in list form close to election

day, some papers only publish endorsements in longer article formats in the days leading up to the election.

Figure A2 below shows examples of newspaper endorsements as they appear in online archives, both in list

(a) and article format (b). Once a list of endorsements is found or an article endorsement is found, the

editorial article is “clipped” (digitally – saved online), saved as a pdf in a newspaper-specific folder, and then

the information from the endorsement is typed into a spreadsheet of all the newspaper’s endorsements. The

text of the article-style endorsements used in the text analysis (see Figure 2 in the main text) comes from the

OCR feature on newspapers.com of the clipped endorsement articles. Every endorsement collected is typed

into the data set, from president down to local county offices. Table 1 in the main text provides summary

statistics on the endorsements used in the analysis, and Figure A1 displays the number of endorsements per

year in the data, and shows that the bulk of the endorsements were made between 1960 and 2006. (Additional

endorsements for newspapers in 1950-1958 and 2008-2020 are in the process of being collected.) Many of

this new set of local newspaper endorsements were manually collected and typed up over the past couple of

years, though parts of the full endorsement data set has been used in previous research.30

Because of the various formats in reporting endorsements, the process is difficult if not impossible to auto-

mate and must be done manually and carefully. In many cases, additional information about the candidates

needed for analysis – such as incumbency status, party affiliation, of the name of the non-endorsed candidate

– were missing from the endorsement clippings. For example, in panel (a) of Figure A2 the summary of the

Wisconsin State Journal’s endorsements include the name and party affiliation of the candidate endorsed, but

not the incumbency status of the endorsed candidate. Additionally, other information about the candidates,

the elections they were in, and the newspapers that endorsed them is gathered from various sources: state

legislature candidate incumbency and years of experience generally come from Klarner (2018); for US Senate

and US House, prior service and years of experience are calculated from Lewis et al. (2022); congressional

scandal data covering 1978-2018 come from Miller and Hamel (2021); election data for state legislative elec-

tions come from Klarner (2018), data for US House, US Senate, Governor, and President come from CQ

Press Voting and Elections Collection31 along with data provided by Jim Snyder; and in most cases relevant

experience for candidates is manually collected or coded while collecting the endorsements themselves. For

politician ideology (DW-Nominate) scores I use Lewis et al. (2022).32

30See Ansolabehere, Lessem and Snyder (2006) and Larcinese, Puglisi and Snyder (2011).
31https://library.cqpress.com/elections/
32See also Boche et al. (2018).
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In total, I start with a list of 33,658 cases where newspapers endorsed a candidate. From the full set of

33,658 endorsements, many cases are dropped because there is not enough data to perform the estimation.

In the high-dimensional fixed effects regressions, cases where only one newspaper makes an endorsement in a

particular election dropped because election-specific fixed effects cannot be estimated. As shown in Table 1

of the main text, ultimately only 23,045 of these are used in the calculations of candidate quality differentials

and newspaper partisan bias (a total of 10,613 endorsements are dropped from the original data). Table A1

at the end of provides a list of all the newspapers used in the empirical estimation, and includes the main

state where the newspaper circulates, the newspaper name, the percentage of the newspaper’s endorsements

that go to Democratic candidates (“Dem Share”), the estimated newspaper fixed effect (measure of partisan

bias), the estimated linear trend in newspaper bias multiplied by 10 (i.e., change in each newspaper’s bias

over the course of a decade), and the total number of endorsements collected for the newspaper. Figure A3

shows the overall share of endorsements in each year that go to Democratic candidates.

Figure A1: Local Newspaper Endorsement Data, 1950-2020
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(a) Editorial List (b) Editorial Announcement

Wisconsin State Journal, 1982 Wilmington Evening Journal, 1978

Figure A2: Panel (a) shows a list of endorsements from the Wisconsin State Journal in 1982 for federal, state, and local candidates. Panel (b) shows
the Wilmington Evening News endorsement for Joe Biden during his 2nd run for the U.S. Senate in Delaware in an article format. Both are unsigned
editorial columns. See also Figure 1 in the main text.
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Figure A3: Share of Endorsements for Democratic Candidates Over Time
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A.II Text Analysis Details

From the set of endorsements, I pick a sample of 200 article-style endorsements (like that shown in panel

(b) of Figure A2) and use Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to extract the text of the articles. I pre-

process the text in R by tokenizing the full corpus of article text. I then remove “stop words” from the text

data, as well as a set of superfluous words that appear in essentially every endorsement, such as “editorial”,

“endorsement”, “democrat”, “republican”, and other common words. I use the wordcount2 package in R to

create a graphic of the most commonly used words from the endorsement articles, shown in Figure 2 in the

main text.
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A.III Newspaper Sample and Bias Measures

Table A1: Newspaper Endorsements and Partisanship

State Newspaper Name Dem Share Bias Trend N

AK ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS 0.71 1.94 -0.12 7

AL ANNISTON STAR 0.69 0.99 0.05 80

AL BIRMINGHAM NEWS 0.29 -0.76 0.06 104

AL BIRMINGHAM POST HERALD 0.54 -0.08 0.06 76

AL DECATUR DAILY 0.77 1.14 0.23 13

AL FLORENCE TIMES DAILY 0.43 0.01 0.23 28

AL GADSDEN TIMES 0.25 -0.67 -0.38 12

AL HUNTSVILLE TIMES 0.48 -0.07 0.17 69

AL MOBILE REGISTER 0.27 -1.05 0.03 84

AL MONTGOMERY ADVERTISER 0.53 -0.60 0.05 44

AL MONTGOMERY ADVERTISER JOURNAL 0.45 0.15 0.16 47

AL MONTGOMERY JOURNAL 0.53 -0.53 -0.00 47

AL OPELIKA AUBURN NEWS 0.45 0.10 -3.61 11

AL TALLADEGA DAILY HOME 0.53 0.39 -0.16 49

AL TUSCALOOSA NEWS 0.58 0.56 -0.38 12

AR LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS GAZETTE 0.90 2.05 0.01 10

AR LITTLE ROCK DEMOCRAT GAZETTE 0.33 -1.17 -0.27 15

AZ ARIZONA DAILY SUN 0.24 -0.93 0.07 31

AZ PHOENIX ARIZONA GAZETTE 0.24 -0.82 0.01 17

AZ PHOENIX ARIZONA REPUBLIC 0.41 -0.49 0.02 349

AZ TUCSON ARIZONA CITIZEN 0.42 -0.42 0.08 597

AZ TUCSON ARIZONA STAR 0.73 0.83 -0.00 553

CA ALAMEDA TIMES STAR 0.66 0.46 0.09 16

CA BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN 0.48 -0.29 0.03 29

CA CONTRA COSTA TIMES 0.57 0.13 0.15 30

CA ESCONDIDO TIMES ADVOCATE 0.00 -1.38 -0.03 11

CA FREMONT ARGUS 0.40 -0.32 0.21 30

CA FRESNO BEE 0.83 1.12 -0.08 109

CA HAYWARD DAILY REVIEW 0.67 0.53 0.16 21

CA INLAND VALLEY DAILY BULLETIN 0.39 -0.20 0.25 23

CA LODI NEWS SENTINEL 0.28 -0.62 0.07 18

CA LONG BEACH INDEPENDENT 0.44 -0.37 -0.03 62

CA LONG BEACH PRESS TELEGRAM 0.40 -0.28 -0.03 161

CA LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS 0.33 -0.63 0.13 60

CA LOS ANGELES TIMES 0.46 0.14 0.10 188

CA MERCED SUN STAR 0.67 0.45 -0.37 15

CA MODESTO BEE 0.71 0.72 -0.15 49

CA MONTEREY COUNTY HERALD 0.64 0.56 0.63 14

CA OAKLAND TRIBUNE 0.36 -0.28 0.13 112

CA OCEANSIDE NORTH COUNTY TIMES ADVOCATE 0.00 -1.67 -0.03 2

CA PALM SPRINGS DESERT SUN 0.17 -0.73 0.05 18

continued
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CA PASADENA INDEPENDENT 0.06 -0.26 -0.03 35

CA PASADENA INDEPENDENT STAR-NEWS 0.09 -0.51 -0.01 47

CA PASADENA STAR NEWS 0.29 -0.59 0.04 28

CA PLEASANTON TRI VALLEY HERALD 0.58 0.29 0.12 24

CA REDDING RECORD SEARCHLIGHT 0.22 -0.69 0.21 18

CA RIVERSIDE PRESS ENTERPRISE 0.52 0.15 -0.09 60

CA SACRAMENTO BEE 0.88 1.31 -0.02 197

CA SACRAMENTO UNION 0.06 -1.19 0.01 18

CA SAN BERNARDINO SUN 0.65 0.59 -0.01 101

CA SAN DIEGO UNION 0.00 -1.07 -0.02 15

CA SAN DIEGO UNION TRIBUNE 0.19 -1.20 0.30 57

CA SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE 0.69 0.34 0.11 257

CA SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER 0.63 0.35 0.02 280

CA SAN GABRIEL VALLEY TRIBUNE 0.37 -0.42 0.12 30

CA SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS 0.78 0.75 0.11 104

CA SAN MATEO COUNTY TIMES 0.87 1.25 -0.38 15

CA SANTA MONICA OUTLOOK 0.00 -1.35 -0.03 11

CA SANTA ROSA PRESS DEMOCRAT 0.82 1.02 -0.07 51

CA SONOMA INDEX TRIBUNE 0.50 0.02 0.46 10

CA TORRANCE DAILY BREEZE 0.24 -0.87 0.29 29

CA VALLEJO TIMES HERALD 0.86 0.88 -0.52 14

CA WHITTIER DAILY NEWS 0.37 -0.39 0.02 30

CO BOULDER DAILY CAMERA 0.67 0.63 0.11 36

CO DENVER POST 0.53 0.28 0.04 102

CO DENVER ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS 0.32 -0.42 0.03 84

CO GRAND JUNCTION DAILY SENTINEL 0.20 -1.31 -0.50 15

CO GREELEY DAILY TRIBUNE 0.30 -0.39 -0.15 10

CO PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN 0.15 -1.12 -0.29 13

CT BRIDGEPORT CONNECTICUT POST 0.56 -0.07 0.06 25

CT DANBURY NEWS TIMES 0.57 0.49 0.01 14

CT HARTFORD COURANT 0.57 0.32 0.12 125

CT HARTFORD TIMES 0.79 1.61 -0.01 17

CT MERIDEN RECORD JOURNAL 0.87 1.34 -0.18 15

CT NEW HAVEN REGISTER 0.56 -0.37 0.12 32

CT STAMFORD ADVOCATE 0.42 -0.15 0.03 12

CT WATERBURY REPUBLICAN AMERICAN 0.17 -1.75 -0.19 18

DC WASHINGTON POST 0.77 1.04 0.04 160

DC WASHINGTON TIMES 0.01 -1.60 0.02 83

DE WILMINGTON EVENING JOURNAL 0.40 0.46 0.27 244

DE WILMINGTON MORNING NEWS 0.40 0.54 0.27 231

DE WILMINGTON NEWS JOURNAL 1.00 1.91 -0.14 8

FL BRADENTON HERALD 0.54 -0.02 0.01 13

FL CLEARWATER SUN 0.62 0.13 -0.14 16

FL DAYTONA BEACH NEWS JOURNAL 0.92 1.56 0.08 38

FL FORT LAUDERDALE NEWS 0.53 -0.55 -0.03 57

continued
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FL FORT LAUDERDALE NEWS AND SUN SENT 0.67 0.67 0.12 3

FL FORT LAUDERDALE NEWS AND SUN SENTINEL 0.58 0.08 0.12 12

FL FORT MYERS NEWS PRESS 0.79 0.51 -0.09 14

FL GAINESVILLE SUN 0.82 1.06 0.04 17

FL JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA TIMES UNION 0.23 -0.91 -0.07 39

FL MIAMI HERALD 0.80 0.53 0.01 208

FL MIAMI NEWS 0.93 0.84 -0.05 127

FL NAPLES DAILY NEWS 0.36 -0.64 -0.01 28

FL ORLANDO SENTINEL 0.58 0.05 0.05 98

FL PALM BEACH POST 0.78 0.84 0.04 63

FL PENSACOLA NEWS 0.67 -0.32 -0.49 12

FL PENSACOLA NEWS JOURNAL 0.69 0.34 -0.02 13

FL SARASOTA HERALD TRIBUNE 0.67 0.54 0.26 21

FL ST. PETERSBURG TIMES 0.74 0.50 0.05 203

FL TALLAHASSEE DEMOCRAT 0.74 0.56 0.02 34

FL TAMPA DAILY TIMES 0.81 0.48 0.09 74

FL TAMPA TRIBUNE 0.58 -0.07 -0.04 141

GA ATLANTA CONSTITUTION 0.66 1.43 -0.09 129

GA ATLANTA JOURNAL 0.42 0.27 -0.27 12

GA ATLANTA JOURNAL AND CONSTITUTION 0.71 0.77 0.44 34

GA AUGUSTA CHRONICLE 0.30 -0.74 -0.23 44

GA COLUMBUS LEDGER ENQUIRER 0.78 1.11 -0.27 41

GA MACON TELEGRAPH AND NEWS 0.69 0.59 0.15 42

GA SAVANNAH MORNING NEWS 0.24 -0.74 0.06 41

HI HONOLULU ADVERTISER 0.73 0.94 0.14 40

HI HONOLULU STAR ADVERTISER 1.00 1.43 -0.22 3

HI HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN 0.70 0.65 0.15 76

IA CEDAR RAPIDS GAZETTE 0.18 -0.89 -0.04 66

IA DAVENPORT QUAD CITY TIMES 0.43 -0.32 0.03 28

IA DES MOINES REGISTER 0.51 0.37 0.07 80

IA DES MOINES TRIBUNE 0.20 0.32 0.37 15

IA DUBUQUE TELEGRAPH HERALD 0.25 -0.97 0.05 12

IA IOWA CITY PRESS CITIZEN 0.45 -0.35 0.16 11

IA ROCK ISLAND ARGUS 0.36 -0.83 0.05 107

ID BOISE IDAHO STATESMAN 0.50 -0.03 0.18 18

ID TWIN FALLS TIMES NEWS 0.22 -1.19 -0.01 9

IL ARLINGTON HEIGHTS DAILY HERALD 0.46 -0.26 0.08 50

IL AURORA BEACON NEWS 0.80 1.01 0.54 10

IL BELVIDERE DAILY REPUBLICAN 0.08 -1.56 -0.26 36

IL BERWYN LIFE 0.38 -1.11 -0.00 114

IL BLOOMINGTON PANTAGRAPH 0.42 -0.35 -0.02 31

IL CARBONDALE SOUTHERN ILLINOISAN 0.33 -1.52 -0.02 15

IL CHAMPAIGN URBANA NEWS GAZETTE 0.27 -0.83 0.02 11

IL CHICAGO SUN TIMES 0.58 0.06 0.03 150

IL CHICAGO TRIBUNE 0.31 -0.86 0.10 387
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IL CRYSTAL LAKE NORTHWEST HERALD 0.33 -0.65 -0.55 15

IL DAILY HERALD (CHICAGO) 0.50 0.04 0.06 10

IL DAILY SOUTHTOWN 0.77 0.67 1.67 13

IL DECATUR DAILY REVIEW 0.50 -0.40 0.37 94

IL DECATUR HERALD 0.51 -0.58 0.28 102

IL DECATUR HERALD AND REVIEW 0.51 -0.48 0.04 332

IL JOLIET HERALD NEWS 0.71 0.66 0.31 14

IL MOLINE DISPATCH 0.31 -1.14 0.02 108

IL PEORIA JOURNAL STAR 0.39 -0.14 0.01 66

IL ROCK ISLAND ARGUS 1.00 -0.27 0.05 1

IL ROCKFORD MORNING STAR 0.21 -1.21 0.05 14

IL ROCKFORD REGISTER REPUBLIC 0.08 -1.32 -0.03 12

IL ROCKFORD REGISTER STAR 0.55 0.19 -0.15 10

IL SPRINGFIELD STATE JOURNAL REGISTER 0.37 -0.51 0.24 60

IL WAUKEGAN NEWS SUN 0.50 0.20 0.14 30

IN EVANSVILLE COURIER 0.36 -0.90 -0.02 221

IN EVANSVILLE COURIER AND PRESS 0.37 -1.44 -0.71 43

IN EVANSVILLE PRESS 0.42 -0.63 -0.07 395

IN FORT WAYNE JOURNAL GAZETTE 0.63 0.52 -0.10 43

IN FORT WAYNE NEWS SENTINEL 0.15 -1.42 -0.03 43

IN GARY POST TRIBUNE 0.44 -0.41 0.03 39

IN INDIANAPOLIS NEWS 0.03 -1.27 -0.00 33

IN INDIANAPOLIS STAR 0.12 -1.12 0.01 40

IN MUNSTER TIMES 0.26 -1.13 0.03 21

IN SOUTH BEND TRIBUNE 0.47 -0.28 0.10 30

KS HAYS DAILY NEWS 0.47 0.50 -0.47 17

KS LAWRENCE JOURNAL WORLD 0.29 -0.74 -0.21 14

KS TOPEKA CAPITAL JOURNAL 0.23 -1.10 0.02 13

KS WICHITA BEACON 0.43 -0.58 0.14 58

KS WICHITA EAGLE 0.39 -0.56 0.09 59

KS WICHITA EAGLE BEACON 0.28 -0.18 -0.06 32

KY KENTUCKY POST 0.73 0.84 -0.31 30

KY LEXINGTON HERALD LEADER 0.71 1.32 0.10 24

KY LOUISVILLE COURIER JOURNAL 0.81 1.66 -0.03 78

KY LOUISVILLE TIMES 0.86 1.88 -0.06 18

KY OWENSBORO MESSENGER INQUIRER 0.59 0.76 -0.32 17

LA NEW ORLEANS TIMES PICAYUNE 0.50 -0.27 -0.02 23

LA SHREVEPORT JOURNAL 0.50 0.27 0.31 12

LA SHREVEPORT TIMES 0.53 0.02 0.12 51

MA BOSTON GLOBE 0.79 1.18 -0.01 78

MA BOSTON HERALD 0.30 -0.53 -0.03 48

MA FITCHBURG SENTINEL 0.00 -0.78 0.12 5

MA PITTSFIELD BERKSHIRE EAGLE 0.78 1.15 0.07 9

MA QUINCY PATRIOT LEDGER 0.82 0.80 0.34 17

MA SPRINGFIELD DAILY NEWS 0.83 2.18 -0.11 6
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MA SPRINGFIELD MORNING UNION 0.30 0.27 0.20 10

MA SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN UNION NEWS 0.88 1.25 -0.23 17

MA WORCESTER TELEGRAM AND GAZETTE 0.48 -0.20 0.11 44

MD BALTIMORE SUN 0.69 0.68 0.10 131

ME BANGOR DAILY NEWS 0.69 0.46 0.36 18

ME PORTLAND PRESS HERALD 0.79 0.81 0.27 17

MI ANN ARBOR NEWS 0.60 0.87 0.09 10

MI BATTLE CREEK ENQUIRER AND NEWS 0.61 0.70 0.18 19

MI DETROIT FREE PRESS 0.61 0.72 0.11 362

MI DETROIT NEWS 0.37 -0.31 0.02 205

MI FLINT JOURNAL 0.68 0.78 0.12 25

MI GRAND RAPIDS PRESS 0.21 -0.28 -0.03 73

MI HURON DAILY TRIBUNE 0.58 0.36 0.21 12

MI KALAMAZOO GAZETTE 0.53 0.83 -0.01 68

MI LANSING STATE JOURNAL 0.38 -0.03 0.15 80

MI MUSKEGON CHRONICLE 0.53 0.95 0.11 19

MI PONTIAC OAKLAND PRESS 0.17 -0.52 0.08 12

MI SAGINAW NEWS 0.40 0.17 0.05 52

MI THE DETROIT NEWS 0.61 -0.06 0.02 9

MI TRAVERSE CITY RECORD EAGLE 0.65 1.30 0.20 17

MN DULUTH NEWS TRIBUNE 0.50 0.27 0.04 13

MN MINNEAPOLIS STAR 0.58 1.72 0.39 159

MN MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE 0.82 1.29 0.08 84

MN MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE 0.45 1.30 0.36 77

MN ST. CLOUD TIMES 0.62 0.81 -0.15 12

MN ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS 0.63 0.70 0.03 82

MO COLUMBIA DAILY TRIBUNE 0.47 0.36 0.32 32

MO KANSAS CITY STAR 0.56 0.42 0.12 195

MO KANSAS CITY TIMES 0.54 0.37 0.13 135

MO SPRINGFIELD NEWS LEADER 0.36 -0.15 -0.27 14

MO ST. LOUIS GLOBE DEMOCRAT 0.30 -0.45 -0.04 10

MO ST. LOUIS POST DISPATCH 0.72 1.32 0.02 90

MS JACKSON CLARION LEDGER 0.42 -0.08 -0.05 12

MT BILLINGS GAZETTE 0.67 1.08 -0.35 18

MT BUTTE MONTANA STANDARD 0.86 2.14 -0.81 7

MT GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE 0.71 1.34 0.33 17

NC CHARLOTTE NEWS 0.73 0.38 0.05 265

NC CHARLOTTE OBSERVER 0.74 0.76 0.10 454

NC GREENSBORO NEWS AND RECORD 0.85 1.37 -0.06 89

NC RALEIGH NEWS AND OBSERVER 0.95 1.59 -0.04 97

NC WINSTON SALEM JOURNAL 0.69 0.78 0.18 59

ND BISMARCK TRIBUNE 0.56 -0.51 -0.31 9

ND GRAND FORKS HERALD 0.60 -0.21 -0.48 10

NE LINCOLN JOURNAL 0.43 -0.03 0.16 46

NE LINCOLN JOURNAL STAR 0.30 -0.48 -0.00 23
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NE LINCOLN STAR 0.64 0.87 -0.12 39

NE OMAHA WORLD HERALD 0.19 -0.96 0.02 42

NH MANCHESTER UNION LEADER 0.28 -1.26 0.06 9

NJ ASBURY PARK PRESS 0.51 0.64 0.21 77

NJ BERGEN COUNTY RECORD 0.67 0.54 0.08 56

NJ BRIDGEWATER COURIER NEWS 0.51 0.63 0.07 134

NJ CAMDEN COURIER POST 0.61 1.08 0.02 72

NJ EAST BRUNSWICK HOME NEWS 0.62 0.99 -0.49 8

NJ JERSEY CITY JERSEY JOURNAL 0.85 1.72 0.09 13

NJ NEWARK STAR LEDGER 0.67 0.96 0.07 39

NJ PASSAIC HERALD NEWS 0.40 -0.84 -0.00 157

NJ PATERSON CALL 0.50 -0.42 0.16 14

NJ PATERSON EVENING NEWS 0.40 -0.60 0.04 68

NJ PATERSON NEWS AND CALL 0.58 -0.77 -0.84 25

NJ PRESS OF ATLANTIC CITY 0.37 0.60 0.11 19

NJ TRENTON TIMES 0.65 1.32 0.02 41

NJ TRENTONIAN 0.40 -0.59 -0.19 10

NM ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL 0.43 -0.71 -0.01 284

NM ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE 0.54 -0.50 0.05 586

NM FARMINGTON DAILY TIMES 0.46 -0.78 0.06 13

NM SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN 0.71 0.23 -0.03 59

NV LAS VEGAS REVIEW JOURNAL 0.19 -1.70 -0.08 32

NV RENO GAZETTE JOURNAL 0.63 -0.04 0.03 19

NY ALBANY TIMES UNION 0.56 0.54 0.13 57

NY BINGHAMTON PRESS AND SUN BULLETIN 0.50 0.61 -0.31 12

NY BUFFALO COURIER EXPRESS 0.30 -0.09 -0.57 10

NY BUFFALO NEWS 0.60 0.65 0.10 58

NY ELMIRA STAR GAZETTE 0.42 0.01 0.15 12

NY ITHACA JOURNAL 0.33 0.10 0.11 54

NY KINGSTON DAILY FREEMAN 0.00 -0.45 0.03 12

NY LONG ISLAND NEWSDAY 0.75 0.96 -0.06 63

NY NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 0.48 0.25 0.09 23

NY NEW YORK POST 0.42 0.07 -0.22 33

NY NEW YORK TIMES 0.62 0.72 0.06 327

NY NEWARK STAR LEDGER 1.00 0.64 0.07 1

NY NIAGARA FALLS GAZETTE 0.30 0.01 0.09 15

NY ONEIDA DAILY DISPATCH 0.10 -0.91 -0.05 10

NY POUGHKEEPSIE JOURNAL 0.64 0.43 -0.01 11

NY ROCHESTER DEMOCRAT AND CHRONICLE 0.47 0.45 0.09 109

NY ROCHESTER TIMES UNION 0.15 -0.58 0.08 13

NY STATEN ISLAND ADVANCE 0.75 1.15 -0.11 16

NY SYRACUSE HERALD JOURNAL 0.20 -0.51 -0.12 15

NY SYRACUSE POST STANDARD 0.28 -0.14 0.05 72

NY TROY RECORD 0.23 -0.17 0.02 22

NY UTICA DAILY PRESS 0.18 -0.47 0.11 11
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NY UTICA OBSERVER DISPATCH 0.23 -0.32 0.15 13

NY WATERTOWN DAILY TIMES 0.41 -0.16 0.19 22

NY WESTCHESTER COUNTY JOURNAL NEWS 0.67 0.69 0.40 12

NY WHITE PLAINS JOURNAL NEWS 0.50 0.67 0.40 2

NY YONKERS HERALD STATESMAN 0.48 0.03 0.14 27

OH AKRON BEACON JOURNAL 0.37 -0.02 0.07 209

OH CANTON REPOSITORY 0.28 -0.29 0.04 25

OH CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 0.16 -0.76 0.04 219

OH CINCINNATI POST 0.21 -0.30 0.01 58

OH CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER 0.35 -0.12 0.05 82

OH CLEVELAND PRESS 0.40 -0.26 -0.08 20

OH COLUMBUS CITIZEN JOURNAL 0.30 -0.53 0.03 23

OH COLUMBUS DISPATCH 0.16 -0.71 0.05 75

OH DAYTON DAILY NEWS 0.60 0.72 0.02 235

OH DAYTON DAILY NEWS JOURNAL HERALD 0.40 0.49 0.02 77

OH DAYTON JOURNAL HERALD 0.30 -0.44 0.03 199

OH MANSFIELD NEWS JOURNAL 0.28 -0.35 0.08 36

OH MARION STAR 0.00 -0.93 -0.03 11

OH MASSILLON INDEPENDENT 0.08 -1.27 0.05 26

OH NEWARK ADVOCATE 0.22 -0.33 -0.40 9

OH TOLEDO BLADE 0.45 0.26 0.03 96

OH YOUNGSTOWN VINDICATOR 0.40 -0.27 0.06 15

OK OKLAHOMA CITY DAILY OKLAHOMAN 0.25 -1.96 -0.06 56

OK OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES 0.11 -1.11 -0.02 9

OK TULSA TRIBUNE 0.09 -1.45 0.01 11

OK TULSA WORLD 0.42 -1.28 -0.05 55

OR ALBANY DEMOCRAT HERALD 0.12 -3.35 0.10 16

OR BEND BULLETIN 0.20 -3.15 0.12 25

OR COOS BAY WORLD 0.42 -0.76 -0.67 12

OR CORVALLIS GAZETTE TIMES 0.08 -3.48 0.24 24

OR EUGENE REGISTER GUARD 0.48 -1.46 0.23 48

OR PORTLAND OREGONIAN 0.65 0.26 0.09 48

OR SALEM STATESMAN 0.24 -3.11 0.11 21

OR SALEM STATESMAN JOURNAL 0.79 1.02 -0.14 19

PA ALLENTOWN MORNING CALL 0.46 0.11 0.12 57

PA ERIE DAILY TIMES 0.00 -0.97 -0.02 10

PA ERIE NEWS 0.07 -0.63 0.03 15

PA ERIE TIMES NEWS 0.43 -0.14 0.20 7

PA GREENSBURG TRIBUNE REVIEW 0.19 -1.18 -0.01 16

PA HARRISBURG PATRIOT NEWS 0.31 0.30 0.15 36

PA LANCASTER INTELLIGENCER JOURNAL 0.67 1.47 -0.11 21

PA LANCASTER NEW ERA 0.06 -0.74 -0.02 18

PA PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS 0.70 1.31 0.11 88

PA PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER 0.55 1.01 0.08 180

PA PITTSBURGH POST GAZETTE 0.53 0.52 0.02 203
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PA PITTSBURGH PRESS 0.37 -0.01 0.06 138

PA SCRANTON TIMES 0.62 1.04 -0.17 117

PA SCRANTON TRIBUNE 0.19 -0.44 0.25 103

PA UNIONTOWN MORNING HERALD 0.00 -1.65 0.42 11

PA WILKES BARRE TIMES LEADER 0.70 0.83 0.14 10

PA YORK DAILY RECORD 0.38 0.49 -0.06 24

RI PROVIDENCE JOURNAL 0.29 -0.49 0.06 17

RI PROVIDENCE JOURNAL BULLETIN 0.48 -0.23 -0.04 33

SC CHARLESTON POST AND COURIER 0.47 -1.28 0.01 39

SC COLUMBIA STATE 0.45 -1.11 0.01 58

SC GREENVILLE NEWS 0.32 -1.53 0.06 31

SC ROCK HILL HERALD 0.68 -0.38 -0.04 28

SC SPARTANBURG HERALD JOURNAL 0.15 -2.23 0.55 13

TN CHATTANOOGA FREE PRESS 0.10 -1.51 -0.03 15

TN CHATTANOOGA FREE PRESS 0.20 -0.75 -0.10 10

TN CHATTANOOGA TIMES 0.84 1.07 0.10 25

TN KNOXVILLE JOURNAL 0.03 -1.50 0.08 30

TN KNOXVILLE NEWS SENTINEL 0.43 -0.71 -0.09 40

TN MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL 0.42 -0.55 0.04 33

TN NASHVILLE BANNER 0.44 -0.05 0.11 16

TN NASHVILLE TENNESSEAN 0.93 1.63 -0.10 28

TX AUSTIN AMERICAN 0.69 -0.01 -0.46 13

TX AUSTIN AMERICAN STATESMAN 0.61 -0.21 -0.09 227

TX AUSTIN STATESMAN 0.67 -0.21 -0.67 12

TX BEAUMONT ENTERPRISE 0.13 -1.17 -0.02 23

TX CORPUS CHRISTI CALLER TIMES 0.14 -0.94 0.29 14

TX CORPUS CHRISTI TIMES 0.77 0.26 -0.08 13

TX DALLAS MORNING NEWS 0.30 -1.12 -0.01 161

TX EL PASO HERALD POST 0.69 -0.54 0.00 118

TX EL PASO TIMES 0.58 -0.64 -0.04 165

TX FORT WORTH STAR TELEGRAM 0.49 -0.52 -0.02 150

TX GALVESTON COUNTY DAILY NEWS 0.27 -1.55 -0.09 11

TX HOUSTON CHRONICLE 0.37 -0.84 0.01 103

TX LUBBOCK AVALANCHE JOURNAL 0.26 -1.16 -0.08 34

TX LUFKIN DAILY NEWS 0.30 -0.41 0.01 23

TX MARSHALL NEWS MESSENGER 0.17 -1.23 -0.07 24

TX MIDLAND REPORTER TELEGRAM 0.04 -1.44 0.06 25

TX SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS 0.40 -0.30 0.02 10

TX SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS NEWS 0.26 -0.75 0.12 78

TX SAN ANTONIO NEWS 0.40 -0.30 0.02 10

TX WICHITA FALLS RECORD NEWS 0.75 0.61 -0.35 12

TX WICHITA FALLS TIMES 0.77 0.59 -0.37 13

TX WICHITA FALLS TIMES RECORD NEWS 0.31 -0.75 0.17 13

UT SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 0.40 -0.19 0.06 10

VA NEWPORT NEWS DAILY PRESS 0.67 0.81 0.21 9
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VA NORFOLK VIRGINIAN PILOT 0.66 0.61 0.23 29

VA RICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH 0.18 -1.33 -0.00 69

VA ROANOKE TIMES 0.79 1.04 0.00 26

VT BURLINGTON FREE PRESS 0.44 -0.07 0.22 8

WA OLYMPIA OLYMPIAN 0.79 0.85 0.08 43

WA SEATTLE POST INTELLIGENCER 0.75 0.82 0.14 111

WA SEATTLE TIMES 0.62 0.33 0.13 116

WA SPOKANE SPOKESMAN REVIEW 0.41 -0.34 0.04 54

WA TACOMA NEWS TRIBUNE 0.67 0.63 0.11 79

WA VANCOUVER COLUMBIAN 0.67 0.43 0.20 27

WA YAKIMA HERALD REPUBLIC 0.62 0.31 0.12 26

WI APPLETON POST CRESCENT 0.29 -0.16 0.01 59

WI GREEN BAY PRESS GAZETTE 0.00 -1.82 -0.07 11

WI KENOSHA NEWS 0.64 0.67 0.03 75

WI MADISON CAPITAL TIMES 0.95 1.84 -0.08 167

WI MADISON STATE JOURNAL 0.41 -0.12 0.08 220

WI MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 0.80 1.62 0.01 15

WI MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL 0.53 0.23 0.23 43

WI MILWAUKEE SENTINEL 0.00 -1.31 -0.02 14

WI RACINE JOURNAL TIMES 0.65 0.46 -0.11 54

WV CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL 0.21 -0.22 -0.06 66

WV CHARLESTON GAZETTE 0.89 1.41 -0.03 28

WV HUNTINGTON HERALD DISPATCH 0.67 0.43 -0.32 9

Notes: Table includes the full sample of newspapers used in the results. The “Dem Share” column is the share

of all of the newspaper’s endorsements that went to Democratic candidates. Bias is the normalized partisan bias

measure estimated in the main text. Trend is an estimated paper-specific linear trend by year, multiplied by ten

(i.e. change in bias each decade). N is the total number of endorsements for that paper that are used in the

calculation of partisan bias and candidate quality differentials.
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B Model Derivation and Alternative Specifications

B.I Model Derivations and Details

Starting with

un,c = ωqc − (in − ic)
2

from section 3, the decision of a newspaper to endorse a Democrat or not can be expressed as:

en = 1

[
un,D > un,R

]

en = 1

[
ωqD − (in − iD)2 > ωqR − (in − iR)

2

]

en = 1

[
ω(qD − qR) > (in − iD)2 − (in − iR)

2

]

en = 1

[
ωδq > (in − iD)2 − (in − iR)

2

]
with δq = qD − qR as the candidate quality differential.

Newspapers receive a noisy signal of each candidate’s quality, θn,c ∼ N (qc,
1
2σ

2
ε). This means that

the difference in candidate quality that the newspapers use in their endorsement decision, δq, is really the

difference in the signal the paper receives about each candidate.

θn,δq = θn,D − θn,R

Which is the difference between two normally distributed random variables. Hence, the distribution of

θn,δq is:

θn,δq ∼ N (qD − qR,
1

2
σ2
ε +

1

2
σ2
ε) = N (δq, σ

2
ε)

When making their decision, newspapers utilize the normalized signal of the difference in candidate

quality, which is equal to
δq√
σ2
ε

=
δq
σε
. Substituting this back into the endorsement decision gives:

en = 1

[
ω
δq
σε

> (in − iD)2 − (in − iR)
2

]
Similarly, newspapers receive signals or make estimates about candidate quality. These estimates are

denoted as ĩc, and the assumptions about how newspapers estimate these varies across specifications. Ac-

counting for the quality and ideology signals and uncertainty:
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en = 1

[
ωδq > (in − ĩD)2 − (in − ĩR)

2

]
Note that the inside of the bracket can be rewritten as:

ω
δ̃q
σε

> (in − ĩD)2 − (in − ĩR)
2

ω
δ̃q
σε

> i2n − 2inĩD + ĩD
2 − i2n + 2inĩR − ĩR

2

ω
δ̃q
σε

− 2(ĩR − ĩD)in − (ĩD
2 − ĩR

2
) > 0

δ̃q −
2σε(ĩR − ĩD)

ω
in − σε(ĩD

2 − ĩR
2
)

ω
> 0

δ̃q −
2σε(ĩR − ĩD)

ω
in +

2σε(ĩR − ĩD)(ĩD + ĩR)

2ω
> 0

δ̃q −
2σε(ĩR − ĩD)

ω

(
in +

(ĩD + ĩR)

2

)
> 0

δ̃q + ϕ

(
in +m

)
> 0;ϕ =

2σε(ĩD + ĩR)

ω
;m =

(ĩD + ĩR)

2

δ̃q > −ϕ

(
in +m

)

δ̃q > ϕ

(
m− in

)
1

ϕ
δ̃q > m− in

in +
1

ϕ
δ̃q > m

where 1
ϕ = ω

2σε( ˜iD+ĩR)
and m = ( ˜iD+ĩR)

2 . This expression makes clear that the decision to endorse a Democrat

is based on whether in is closer to the Democratic candidate’s policy position or closer to the Republican’s

policy position (i.e., where in is relative to m), and then altered by the signal of of the candidate quality

differential, δ̃q, adjusted by a relative utility weight, 1
ϕ = ω

2σε( ˜iD+ĩR)
.

I write this decision for an individual endorsement as a probability that a newspaper endorses a Democrat:

P (en = 1|in, iD, iR, δq) = P

(
in +

1

ϕ
δ̃q > m

)
In the rest of the analysis in the main text, I use this high-dimensional fixed effects linear probability
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model. The econometric model used is:

en,r = α+ β1,n + β2,nt+ γr + εn,r

Where en,r is newspaper n’s endorsement in a particular election race r, β1,n are newspaper fixed effects,

β2,n is a linear time trend in newspaper bias, with t = 0 in year 1950, and γr are election-specific fixed effects

which capture differences in candidate quality. The error term is εn,r, and assumed to normally distributed

with mean zero and uncorrelated with newspaper bias and candidate quality.

As explained in subsection A.I, the endorsement data contains over 32,000 endorsements for various polit-

ical offices. In order to estimate election-specific fixed effects at the same time as newspaper fixed effects, the

model requires that at least two separate newspapers make an endorsement in that election. This means that

singleton observations where only one newspaper makes an endorsement in a race get dropped in the final

estimation (this happens in many local races). I also drop non-partisan endorsements, such as endorsements

for non-partisan judicial or local offices. To ensure accuracy in the newspaper bias estimates, I also drop

all endorsements from newspapers where I have less than 10 endorsements from that single newspaper. I

estimate the model and fixed effects in Stata using reghdfe (Correia, 2014).

B.II Model Validation: Alternative Specifications

I validate the simplified high-dimensional fixed effects model by comparing it to more complete models that

try to account for the ideology of the candidates running for office, rather than assuming that only party

affiliation matters in the newspaper’s endorsement decision. I estimate four alternative models that make

different assumptions about the ĩc in the structural model. The purpose of this validation is to assess whether

the simplified model is appropriate to use in approximating the complete model where all of (or more of) the

required information is available.

The main differences between the alternative models is they make different assumptions about whether

and how newspapers estimate candidate’s policy positions. In order for these estimates of candidate ideologies

to be useful, the newspaper’s ideal point in must be estimated. And in order for the distance between the

newspaper ideal point and the candidate policy positions to be meaningful, in must be on the same scale as the

DW-Nominate scores. This is problematic because DW-Nominate scores are not calculated for newspapers.

I use the set of endorsed candidates and their DW-Nominate scores to estimate newspaper ideal points,

i∗ns. I use DW-Nominate scores from Lewis et al. (2022) merged to the endorsement data as estimates of

candidates’ ideal points (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985; Boche et al., 2018). These scores are only available for
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members of congress, but are not calculated for all candidates running (i.e., not available for candidates who

lose their election and never serve in congress) and they are not available for candidates for other offices like

governor or state legislature, unless that candidate happens to serve in congress at some point in their career.

Of the total 6,472 elections in the data, I am able to match DW-Nominate scores to at least one candidate

in 2,530 (39.1%) of the full sample used in the simplified model.

I take a Bayesian approach to get around this issue: given the set of candidates that a newspaper endorses,

what is the most likely i∗n that would minimize the utility loss from the ideological distances between the

newspaper and the candidates it has endorsed? Note that because the utility that a newspaper gets from

quality is separate from the utility it gets from ideological congruence, we don’t have to worry about the

candidate quality when estimating i∗n. Given that the utility loss from ideological (in)congruence across all

observed endorsements is a sum of negative squared distances of the endorsed candidates, the obvious solution

to i∗n is simply to take the average of the ideological positions of all of the endorsed candidates:

The loss function for a newspaper, given a set of newspaper endorsements and the candidate ideological

positions is defined as:

qc − (in − ic)
2

or

−(in − ic)
2 + qc

Each newspaper makes a set of K endorsements which are observed in the endorsement data set, in which

candidate ck signifies the endorsed candidate, who has ideology ick and quality qck . The total utility from

each of these endorsements can be written as a loss function:

L =

K∑
−(in − ick)

2 + qck

Given that −(in − ick)
2 will always be negative or equal to zero, we want to guess the value of i∗n as to

minimize this loss function. The solution is guessing in as to minimize the loss function, by taking the

derivative with respect to in and setting the expression equal to zero:

∂L
∂in

=

K∑
−2(in − ick) = 0

=

K∑
(in − ick) = 0
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= Kin −
K∑

ick = 0

= Kin =

K∑
ick

i∗n =

∑K
ick

K

In other words, i∗n that minimizes the loss from ideological incongruence is just the average of all the

ideologies of the endorsed candidates. In this case, this would be the average of the DW-Nominate scores of

all endorsed candidates. Note that this also has the benefit of placing the newspaper ideal point estimates, i∗n,

on the same scale as DW-Nominate scores, meaning that the distance between i∗n and the ics are meaningful.

For each newspaper, I calculate i∗n for using all endorsements in the data for which a DW-Nominate score

is available. A benefit of this approach is that by calculating an ideological score for each newspaper using the

average of the DW-Nominate scores of endorsed candidates, i∗n is on the same scale as candidate ideal points,

allowing for a direct assessment of how close together are newspaper and candidate ideologies. For most

newspapers, there is at least one endorsed candidate who has a DW-Nominate score (DW-Nominate scores

are available for presidents, and most newspapers make Presidential endorsements). However, due to the

scarcity of endorsed candidates with DW-Nominate scores, the averages will be noisy for some of the papers

with few endorsement. To improve accuracy, I predict the DW-Nominate-based newspaper ideal points using

a linear regression of the ideal points on the simplified high-dimensional newspaper fixed effects, weighted

by the number of endorsements for each newspaper has with DW-Nominate scores available. This provides

a relationship between the newspaper’s ideal points and the partisan fixed effects from the simplified model,

and allows the i∗ns to vary over time just as the simplified fixed effects do. In Figure B1, I plot the correlation

between the DW-Nominate based newspaper ideal points (y-axis) and the newspaper partisan fixed effects

from the simplified model (x-axis). The correlation is 0.827, which demonstrates that the two measures are

highly correlated.

I then use these newspaper ideal point estimates to directly estimate the effect of ideological congruence

on endorsement behavior. To calculate the ideological distance between the newspaper and each candidate, I

simply plug in the estimated newspaper ideal points as well as the DW-Nominate scores of candidates. The

key term in the utility function is the right hand side of the earlier iteration of the endorsement decision,

(in−iD)2−(in−iR)
2, which is the difference in the squared distances between the paper’s and each candidates’

ideology. As in is closer to iD, this term will become lower and the newspaper will be more likely to endorse a

Democrat, and as in is closer to iR, the term will be higher and the newspaper will be more likely to endorse

a Republican.
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Figure B1: Correlation Between Newspaper Ideal Points and Simplified Partisan Fixed Effects
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Simplified Model - Partisanship

I try four alternative specifications, which all make different assumptions about how newspapers estimate

or receive signals about candidate’s ideologies.

Alternative 1: Assume Party Medians

In alternative model 1 (“Alt-1”), I assume the newspapers estimate every candidate’s ideology as being

equivalent to the median ideology of their political party representatives in congress in that year. For each

year, I calculate the median DW-Nominate scores separately for Democrats and Republicans. The medians of

each party are plotted in Figure B2. It should be noted that the median DW-Nominate scores of the parties

polarize over this time, with Republican median DW-Nominate scores becoming increasingly conservative

from 1950-2020.

The benefit of this model is that rather than assuming party positions are constant over the whole time

period, it uses the changing party median DW-Nominate scores in each year to estimate the distance between

the two candidates. In this way, the ideological distance variable will capture trends in changing median party

scores over time. This approach also allows for estimating the endorsement-based quality measure for all the

same elections as in the simplified high-dimensional fixed effects model.
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Figure B2: Median DW-Nominate Scores by Party
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Alternative 2: Assume Party Medians for Missing Only

In the second alternative model (“Alt-2”), I substitute in party medians for all candidate’s ideologies for

whom DW-Nominate scores are missing. When a candidate has a DW-Nominate score available in the data,

I use that score rather than the median. The benefit of this approach is that while I still estimate candidate

quality differentials for all of the same elections in the original model, in some cases (cases where I have

DW-Nominate scores for the candidate) the effect of estimated ideological distance from newspaper’s ideal

points should be more accurate (relative to using party medians).

Alternative 3: Assume Party Medians for Missing, only Cases with at least One Score

In the third alternative model (“Alt-3”), I again substitute in party medians for all candidate’s ideologies

for whom DW-Nominate scores are missing. When a candidate has a DW-Nominate score available in the

data, I use that score rather than the median. However, I limit the sample to elections where I have at least

one of the candidate’s actual DW-Nominate scores. This excludes all elections that used party median scores

as the estimates of ideology for both candidates in a single election. This should improve the meaningfulness

of the model as well, but only can produce candidate quality differential estimates for 2,530 (out of 6,472

originally) elections in the data.
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Alternative 4: Only Use Cases with Both Candidate Scores

The fourth alternative (“Alt-4”) simply restricts the sample to cases where I have DW-Nominate scores

for both candidates in an election. This allows us to estimate the model without substituting any candidate

positions for party medians, as in the previous three alternative models.

While theoretically more accurate, this restriction highly limits the number of elections that can be used

in the model – only 180 (out of 6,472 originally) are used in this last alternative model. This is because in

order to have a DW-Nominate score, the candidate must have served (or eventually must serve) in congress,

and it is unusual for members of congress to run against one another (at least, at such a rate where these

instances would also overlap with endorsement data). Additionally, because all of these candidate have served

in congress (or eventually will), they are already filtered to be candidate who are high enough quality to win

an election, and hence we may not see a representative distribution of quality differentials. Nevertheless, not

having to substitute party medians in for candidate ideological positions should still improve the fit of the

model substantially.

Alterantive Model Results

Table B1 summarize the details of the simplified model (“HDFE”, column 1) and the four alternative

model specifications (columns 2-5), and includes the number of endorsements, adjusted R-squareds, and

number of unique elections used in each of the regressions. In each of the four alternative specifications,

the difference in the squared ideological distance between the newspaper and candidates’ ideological scores

is statistically significant and in the theoretically predicted direction. The Adjusted Within R2 row shows

that, in general, the explanatory power of ideological congruence on endorsement behavior increases as the

model uses more cases where DW-Nominate scores are actually available (and party medians are not used

as substitutes). At the same time, as the alternative models become based more on actual DW-Nominate

scores rather than party medians, the number of endorsements and elections used in the estimation drops

dramatically. This displays the trade-off between using a more theoretically accurate model and the sample

of elections for which candidate quality differentials can be estimated.

In each of the alternative models, I also include election-specific fixed effects, which pick up candidate

quality differentials as in the high-dimensional fixed effects model. I consider the final “Alt-4” specification in

column 4 as the most complete model, given that I know the DW-Nominate scores of both candidates in the

race and therefore am not proxying either candidate’s ideology with the party median DW-Nominate score.

This is a much more limited set of only 180 elections, and are mostly U.S. House (65) or U.S. Senate (91)

elections. In Figure B1, I compare the candidate quality differential estimates from this complete model (x-
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axis) to the candidate quality differentials estimated with the simplified high-dimensional fixed effects model

(y-axis), weighted by the number of endorsements used to calculate the quality differentials (i.e., the number

of endorsements made in each election). The candidate quality differential measures have a correlation of

0.820, again demonstrating that the results from the “complete” model are quite similar to those of the

simplified model.

Table B1: Alternative Model Comparisons

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D

(in − iD)2 − (in − iR)
2 -0.227*** -0.160*** -0.163*** -0.132***

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004)

Observations 23,045 23,045 23,045 9,969 3,435
Adjusted R-squared 0.501 0.492 0.476 0.514 0.407
Adjusted Within R2 . 0.174 0.148 0.229 0.291
Model HDFE Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3 Alt-4
Newspaper FEs Yes No No No No
Election FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N Elections 6472 6472 6472 2530 180

Notes: The outcome variable is equal to 1 if the endorsement is for a Democrat, 0 if the endorsement is
for a Republican, and 0.5 if the paper explicitly endorsed neither candidate or endorsed a third party can-
didate. Column (1) estimates the simplified high-dimensional linear probability model. Column (2) uses
the party-year median DW-Nominate scores as candidate ideologies. Column (3) uses the candidate’s actual
DW-Nominate scores when available in the data, and uses the party-year median DW-Nominate scores when
missing. Column (4) uses uses the candidate’s actual DW-Nominate scores when available in the data, and
uses the party-year median DW-Nominate scores when missing but restricts to cases where at least one candi-
date has an actual DW-Nominate score in the data. Column (5) uses only cases where both candidates have
a DW-Nominate score. Adjusted Within R2 is the amount of variation explained by the ideological distance
term (and not by the fixed effects). Observations are the number of newspaper endorsements while N Elec-
tions is the number of unique elections used in the estimation sample. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

While it would be preferred to use the complete model with candidate and newspaper ideological measures,

this model can only be estimated on a very small subset of elections (only 180 out of 6,472, or about 3 percent

of the sample used in the main analysis). The simplified high-dimensional fixed effects model, however, can be

used to estimate candidate quality differentials for a much larger swath of elections, allowing the measure to

be used to answer more substantial questions about the importance of candidate quality. The high correlation

of the partisanship scores and candidate quality differential estimates suggest that the simplified model does

a good job at approximating the complete model. This is likely due to the fact that, as a first order concern,

partisan affiliation of the candidates is going to be highly predictive of their ideological positions – and any

within-party variation in candidate ideology is likely much smaller than the cross-party variation in ideology.

Hence, newspapers act (approximately) as if they were not so focused on the specific ideological positions of

the candidates, but rather just their partisan affiliations.
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Figure B3: Correlation Between Complete and Simplified Model Quality Differential Estimates
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Simplified Model - Quality Differential

One possible issue is that some of the quality differential estimate from the simplified model will also be

picking up small deviations in candidate positioning relative to their party’s position. For example, moderate

candidates from one party may be more likely to receive endorsements from newspapers who typically prefer

candidates of the other party, and hence will seem to be higher quality according the endorsement-based

candidate quality differential. In section C, I show that while more moderate candidates are indeed slightly

higher quality, the relationship is not strong at all and should be only of minor concern.

B.III Alternative Model Robustness

Table B1 in the main text presents the direction comparison of each of the alternative models and the sim-

plified high-dimensional fixed effects model that is used in the main results. In Table B2, I present additional

estimates of the high-dimensional fixed effects and all four alternative models, both with and without election

fixed effects (candidate quality differentials). Columns 1-2 use the high-dimensional newspaper fixed effects

model to account for newspaper bias, while columns 3-10 use the estimated newspaper and candidate ideolo-

gies and incorporate the ideological distance directly into the estimation as a separate variable according to

alternative assumptions outlined in subsection B.II. Columns 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 estimate the model indicated

without candidate quality (election) fixed effects, and columns 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 estimate the model indicated
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with candidate quality (election) fixed effects.

Comparing the R-squared of the same model with and without quality fixed effects reveals that, in

all model, including the candidate quality estimates substantially improves endorsement predictions above

newspaper fixed effects or ideological distances estimates alone – an average R-squared improvement of 0.342

points. Additionally, the table shows that alternative model 4 (“Alt-4”), which uses only cases where both

candidate’s DW-Nominate scores are known, has the highest R-squared of all the models without fixed effects

(column 9) and also has the highest within-R-squared of any of the alternative models (column 10). This

suggests that using real DW-Nominate scores of candidates – and not proxying these with the party means

– would substantially improve the estimates of ideological matching and endorsement behavior and also,

theoretically, the estimates of candidate quality in such a model if the information were available.

In Table B4, I re-estimate the effects of candidate quality on vote shares (see Table C8 in the main

text) using the candidate quality differential estimates (election specific fixed effects) from each of the four

alternative models. The coefficient of the candidate quality differential on two-party vote shares used in

the main text (column 1) is very similar across all alternative estimations of quality differentials, and the

R-squareds across specifications is also similar, with the exception of column 5 (“Alt-4”), which uses a highly

limited and particular set of elections where both candidates have DW-Nominate scores.

In general, the robustness of the candidate quality differentials across specifications and the robustness

of the effects of candidate quality on vote shares across alternatives reassures that the simplified high-

dimensional fixed effects model using for the substantive analysis in the main text is not due to specific

econometrics modeling choices.
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Table B2: Alternative Model Comparisons - with and without Quality Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
VARIABLES Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D Endorse D

(in − iD)2 − (in − iR)
2 -0.147*** -0.234*** -0.115*** -0.159*** -0.120*** -0.156*** -0.131*** -0.143***

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
.

Observations 33,658 23,045 23,045 23,045 23,045 23,045 9,969 9,969 3,435 3,435
Adjusted R-squared 0.177 0.501 0.090 0.492 0.077 0.476 0.111 0.514 0.243 0.407
Adjusted Within R2 . . . 0.174 . 0.148 . 0.229 . 0.291
Model HDFE HDFE Alt-1 Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-2 Alt-3 Alt-3 Alt-4 Alt-4
Newspaper FEs Yes Yes No No No No No No No No
Election FEs No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
N Elections 17083 6472 6472 6472 6472 6472 2530 2530 180 180

Notes: Observations are the number of newspaper endorsements, and the outcome variable is equal to 1 if the endorsement is for a Democrat, 0 if the endorsement is for a
Republican, and 0.5 if the paper explicitly endorsed neither candidate or endorsed a third party candidate. Columns 1-2 use the high-dimensional newspaper fixed effects model
to account for newspaper bias, while columns 3-10 use the estimated newspaper and candidate ideologies and incorporate the ideological distance directly into the estimation as
a separate variable according to alternative assumptions outlined in subsection B.II. Columns 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 estimate the model indicated without candidate quality (election)
fixed effects, and columns 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 estimate the model indicated with candidate quality (election) fixed effects. Newspaper Ideology is the i∗n calculated as the average
DW-Nominate score of all candidates endorsed by newspaper n. The (in − iD)2 − (in − iR)2 term is calculated using i∗n for each newspaper, plus the DW-Nominate scores for
candidates in the election according to assumptions in each alternative model. N Elections is the number of unique elections in the estimation sample. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table B3: Effects of Quality Differentials on Democratic Vote Share - Using Alternative
Model Quality Differential Estimates, Constituency FEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote

Quality Differential 0.041*** 0.042*** 0.039*** 0.044*** -0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.020)

Incumbency 0.036*** 0.036*** 0.036*** 0.039*** 0.011
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.019)

Observations 2,828 2,828 2,828 1,623 54
Adjusted R-squared 0.823 0.823 0.822 0.872 0.375
Model HDFE Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3 Alt-4
Sample All All All All All
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Constituency FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.523 0.516
SD of D Vote 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.151 0.0687
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0589 -0.0102 0.0146 0.0308 0.0107
SD of Quality Differential 0.954 0.956 0.974 0.990 1.030

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials
could be estimated. Contains contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S. House,
and single-member State Legislative elections, and other statewide offices (such as attorney general,
lieutenant governor, or state secretary of state), in years 1950-2020. Column 1 implements the high-
dimensional fixed effect model used in the main text. Columns 2-5 implement the alternative models
described in subsection B.II. Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share
in the election (“D Vote”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality dif-
ferentials indicate that the Republican is relatively higher quality while positive values indicate that
the Democrat is relatively higher quality. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent,
−1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote variable
is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all statewide elections in that state in each decade;
for U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-
party vote share of all elections held in that district (i.e., changes only with redistricting). ∗p < 0.10,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table B4: Effects of Quality Differentials on Democratic Vote Share - Using Alternative
Model Quality Differential Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote

Quality Differential 0.029*** 0.029*** 0.031*** 0.037*** 0.019***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.005)

Normal Vote 0.647*** 0.647*** 0.635*** 0.583*** 0.267***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014) (0.067)

Incumbency 0.040*** 0.041*** 0.039*** 0.044*** 0.005
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.005)

Observations 3,436 3,436 3,436 2,034 146
Adjusted R-squared 0.787 0.786 0.789 0.837 0.274
Model HDFE Alt-1 Alt-2 Alt-3 Alt-4
Sample All All All All All
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.520 0.507
SD of D Vote 0.139 0.139 0.139 0.153 0.0598
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0585 -0.0137 0.0100 0.0179 -0.0203
SD of Quality Differential 0.970 0.972 0.988 0.985 0.975
Mean of Normal Vote 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.502
SD of Normal Vote 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.138 0.0696

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials
could be estimated. Contains contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S. House, and
single-member State Legislative elections, and other statewide offices (such as attorney general, lieutenant
governor, or state secretary of state), in years 1950-2020. Column 1 implements the high-dimensional
fixed effect model used in the main text. Columns 2-5 implement the alternative models described in
subsection B.II. Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share in the election
(“D Vote”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate
that the Republican is relatively higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is rel-
atively higher quality. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican
incumbent, and 0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote variable is the average Demo-
cratic two-party vote share of all statewide elections in that state in each decade; for U.S. House and
state legislative elections, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all
elections held in that district (i.e., changes only with redistricting). ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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C Additional Results and Robustness

C.I General Descriptive Results

Figure C1: Quality Differential Distributions, All Quality Estimates
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Figure C2: Incumbency Effect on Newspaper Endorsement by Year
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Figure C3: Average Candidate Quality Differential by Number of Elections
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Figure C4: Ideology and Estimated Quality
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Table C1: Candidate Quality Differentials - Notable Politicians

Office Type Candidate Party Quality Differential Percentile

Statewide Blunt, Roy D. R -1.83 97%
US House Boehner, John A. R -0.96 79%
US House Clyburn, James E. (Jim) D 2.00 100%
US House Hoyer, Steny Hamilton D 0.50 64%
Statewide Manchin, Joe, III D 0.97 81%
US Senate McConnell, Mitch, Jr. R -0.97 80%
US House Pelosi, Nancy D 0.87 78%
US House Ryan, Paul D. R -0.48 65%
US Senate Schumer, Charles E. (Chuck) D 0.45 62%
US Senate Biden, Joseph R., Jr. D 0.70 71%
US Senate Bush, George H. W. R 0.02 51%
Statewide Bush, George W. R -0.03 52%
US Senate Clinton, Hillary Rodham D 0.18 53%
US Senate Gore, Albert A., Jr. D 1.23 89%
US Senate Kerry, John F. D 0.31 57%
US Senate McCain, John S. R -0.93 78%
US Senate Obama, Barack D 1.20 89%
Statewide Reagan, Ronald R -0.42 63%

Notes: Table shows the average quality differential of notable candidates in their elections, if included in the endorsement

data. The top half panel includes powerful members of congress, while the bottom half panel is future Presidential candidates

in elections before they run for office. Positive values of candidate quality indicate a better Democratic candidate, while

negative values indicate a better Republican candidate; the candidate quality measure is normalized to mean 0 with a

standard deviation of 1. See text for more details.
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Table C2: Candidate Quality Differentials - Presidential Races Candidates

Year Office Type D Candidate R Candidate Quality Differential

1952 President Stephenson, Adlai E., II Eisenhower, Dwight D. -0.62
1956 President Stephenson, Adlai E., II Eisenhower, Dwight D. -0.58
1960 President Kennedy, John F. Nixon, Richard M. -0.53
1964 President Johnson, Lyndon B. Goldwater, Barry M. 0.70
1968 President Humphrey, Hubert H. Nixon, Richard M. -0.53
1972 President McGovern, George Nixon, Richard M. -0.83
1976 President Carter, Jimmy Gerald R. Ford -0.47
1980 President Carter, Jimmy Reagan, Ronald -0.34
1984 President Mondale, Walter Reagan, Ronald -0.48
1988 President Dukakis, Michael S. Bush, George H. W. -0.38
1992 President Clinton, William J. Bush, George H. W. 0.15
1996 President Clinton, William J. Dole, Robert J. 0.02
2000 President Gore, Albert A., Jr. Bush, George W. -0.28
2004 President Kerry, John F. Bush, George W. -0.08
2008 President Obama, Barack McCain, John 0.30
2012 President Obama, Barack Romney, Mitt -0.14
2016 President Clinton, Hillary R. Trump, Donald J. 0.63
2020 President Biden, Joe Trump, Donald J. 0.29

Notes: Table shows the quality differential in Presidential elections, 1952-2020. Positive values of candidate quality indicate

a better Democratic candidate, while negative values indicate a better Republican candidate; the candidate quality measure

is normalized to mean 0 with a standard deviation of 1. See text for more details.
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Figure C5: Percent of Elections Won by Higher Quality Candidates
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Figure C6: Partisan Tides and Low Quality Winners
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Figure C7: Share of Elections within Quality Margins, All Elections
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Figure C8: Effect of Quality on Vote Shares and P(Win), by Year, Open Seats Only
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Figure C9: Normal Vote Distribution, Pre- and Post-1985, Using All Elections
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C.II Heterogeneity by Office Type

Table C3: Candidate Quality and Dem Vote Share, By Office, Constituency FEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Governor Other Statewide US Senate US House State Leg

Quality Differential 0.039*** 0.047*** 0.056*** 0.033*** 0.034***
(0.008) (0.004) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008)

Incumbency 0.021** 0.017*** 0.034*** 0.048*** 0.023***
(0.008) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.007)

Observations 269 412 326 1,308 412
Adjusted R-squared 0.460 0.629 0.690 0.905 0.794
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Constituency FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.504 0.519 0.515 0.520 0.535
SD of D Vote 0.0906 0.0902 0.108 0.162 0.139
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0725 0.0438 -0.0542 -0.0891 -0.146
SD of Quality Differential 0.945 0.970 0.884 1.024 0.957

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election data, for years 1950-2020. Column 1 uses only elections for governor; column
2 uses only elections for US Senate; column 3 uses all other statewide office elections (such as secretary of state
or lieutenant governor); column 4 uses only elections for U.S. House; and column 5 uses only state legislative
elections (in years 1967-2016). Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share in the
election (“D Vote”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate
that the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and is
standardized to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic
incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C4: Candidate Quality and Dem Vote Share, By Office, Normal Vote

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Governor US Senate Other Statewide US House State Leg

Quality Differential 0.036*** 0.036*** 0.042*** 0.027*** 0.010**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.002) (0.004)

Normal Vote 0.319*** 0.670*** 0.799*** 0.622*** 0.775***
(0.072) (0.075) (0.067) (0.014) (0.027)

Incumbency 0.040*** 0.049*** 0.021*** 0.048*** 0.037***
(0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003) (0.006)

Observations 327 379 422 1,691 603
Adjusted R-squared 0.457 0.617 0.545 0.864 0.761
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.504 0.515 0.519 0.520 0.535
SD of D Vote 0.0906 0.108 0.0902 0.162 0.139
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0725 -0.0542 0.0438 -0.0891 -0.146
SD of Quality Differential 0.945 0.884 0.970 1.024 0.957
Mean of Normal Vote 0.511 0.507 0.509 0.522 0.534
SD of Normal Vote 0.0554 0.0511 0.0495 0.154 0.129

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election results, in years 1950-2020. Column 1 uses only elections for governor; column
2 uses only elections for US Senate; column 3 uses all other statewide office elections (such as secretary of state
or lieutenant governor); column 4 uses only elections for U.S. House; and column 5 uses only state legislative
elections (in years 1967-2016). Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share in the
election (“D Vote”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate
that the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and is
standardized to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic
incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote vari-
able is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all statewide elections in that state in each decade; for
U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote
share of all elections held in that district, and changes only with redistricting, or every decade for states with
only one district. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C5: Candidate Quality and P(D Win), By Office, Constituency FEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Governor US Senate Other Statewide US House State Leg

Quality Differential 0.172*** 0.283*** 0.226*** 0.065*** 0.028
(0.051) (0.042) (0.024) (0.014) (0.030)

Incumbency -0.043 0.124*** 0.070** 0.117*** 0.055*
(0.052) (0.037) (0.028) (0.016) (0.028)

Observations 269 326 412 1,308 412
Adjusted R-squared 0.350 0.529 0.480 0.794 0.774
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Constituency FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of P(D Win) 0.503 0.530 0.572 0.527 0.589
SD of P(D Win) 0.501 0.500 0.495 0.499 0.492
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0725 -0.0542 0.0438 -0.0891 -0.146
SD of Quality Differential 0.945 0.884 0.970 1.024 0.957

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election results, in years 1950-2020. Column 1 uses only elections for governor; col-
umn 2 uses only elections for US Senate; column 3 uses all other statewide office elections (such as secretary of
state or lieutenant governor); column 4 uses only elections for U.S. House; and column 5 uses only state legisla-
tive elections (in years 1967-2016). Outcome for each specification is an indicator variable for the Democratic
candidate winning in the election (“P(D Win)”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative
quality differentials indicate that the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Demo-
crat is higher quality, and is standardized to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is
coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. ∗p < 0.10,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C6: Candidate Quality and P(D Win), By Office, Normal Vote

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES Governor US Senate Other Statewide US House State Leg

Quality Differential 0.152*** 0.191*** 0.205*** 0.052*** 0.032*
(0.030) (0.026) (0.022) (0.008) (0.019)

Normal Vote 1.380*** 1.956*** 3.031*** 1.258*** 2.251***
(0.462) (0.397) (0.412) (0.059) (0.126)

Incumbency 0.146*** 0.186*** 0.118*** 0.258*** 0.140***
(0.038) (0.027) (0.025) (0.011) (0.027)

Observations 327 379 422 1,691 603
Adjusted R-squared 0.266 0.493 0.436 0.758 0.571
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of P(D Win) 0.503 0.530 0.572 0.527 0.589
SD of P(D Win) 0.501 0.500 0.495 0.499 0.492
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0725 -0.0542 0.0438 -0.0891 -0.146
SD of Quality Differential 0.945 0.884 0.970 1.024 0.957
Mean of Normal Vote 0.511 0.507 0.509 0.522 0.534
SD of Normal Vote 0.0554 0.0511 0.0495 0.154 0.129

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election results, in years 1950-2020. Column 1 uses only elections for governor; col-
umn 2 uses only elections for US Senate; column 3 uses all other statewide office elections (such as secretary of
state or lieutenant governor); column 4 uses only elections for U.S. House; and column 5 uses only state legisla-
tive elections (in years 1967-2016). Outcome for each specification is an indicator variable for the Democratic
candidate winning in the election (“P(D Win)”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative
quality differentials indicate that the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Demo-
crat is higher quality, and is standardized to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is
coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. For statewide
offices, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all statewide elections in
that state in each decade; for U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal Vote variable is the aver-
age Democratic two-party vote share of all elections held in that district, and changes only with redistricting,
or every decade for states with only one district. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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C.III Robustness of Substantive Results

Table C7: Effects of Quality Differentials on Democratic Vote Share, Constituency FEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote

Quality Differential 0.088*** 0.055*** 0.041*** 0.030***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.007)

Incumbency 0.036*** 0.054***
(0.002) (0.002)

Observations 3,530 2,828 2,828 2,828 321
Adjusted R-squared 0.375 0.796 0.823 0.784 0.599
Sample All All All All Open
Year FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Constituency FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.520 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.511
SD of D Vote 0.140 0.135 0.135 0.135 0.0886
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0589 -0.0589 -0.0589 -0.149
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.954 0.954 0.954 0.751

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials
could be estimated and merged to election data. Contains contested elections for President, Governor,
U.S. Senate, U.S. House, and single-member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and select other
statewide offices (such as attorney general, lieutenant governor, or state secretary of state), in years
1950-2020. Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share in the election (“D
Vote”). The “Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate that
the Republican is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and
is standardized to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a
Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C8: Effects of Quality Differentials on Democratic Vote Share, Normal Vote

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote D Vote

Quality Differential 0.088*** 0.044*** 0.029*** 0.023***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003)

Normal Vote 0.757*** 0.647*** 0.691*** 0.667***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.021)

Incumbency 0.040*** 0.056***
(0.002) (0.002)

Observations 3,530 3,436 3,436 3,436 777
Adjusted R-squared 0.375 0.754 0.787 0.760 0.619
Sample All All All All Open
Year FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of D Vote 0.520 0.521 0.521 0.521 0.514
SD of D Vote 0.140 0.139 0.139 0.139 0.109
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0585 -0.0585 -0.0585 -0.0829
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.864
Mean of Normal Vote 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.511
SD of Normal Vote 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.118

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials
could be estimated and merged to election results. Contains contested elections for President, Governor,
U.S. Senate, U.S. House, and single-member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and other statewide
offices (such as attorney general, lieutenant governor, or state secretary of state), in years 1950-2020.
Outcome for each specification is the Democratic two-party vote share in the election (“D Vote”). The
“Quality Differential” variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate that the Republican
is higher quality while positive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and is standardized
to have mean zero and a standard deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic in-
cumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and 0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote
variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all statewide elections in that state in each
decade; for U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal Vote variable is the average Demo-
cratic two-party vote share of all elections held in that district, and changes only with redistricting, or
every decade for states with only one district. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C9: Effects of Quality Differentials on P(D Win), Constituency FEs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win)

Quality Differential 0.285*** 0.212*** 0.164*** 0.154***
(0.007) (0.010) (0.011) (0.042)

Incumbency 0.120*** 0.192***
(0.011) (0.011)

Observations 3,530 2,828 2,828 2,828 321
Adjusted R-squared 0.308 0.579 0.601 0.556 0.547
Sample All All All All Open
Year FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Constituency FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of P(D Win) 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.541 0.511
SD of P(D Win) 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.501
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0589 -0.0589 -0.0589 -0.149
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.954 0.954 0.954 0.751

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election results. Contains contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S.
House, and single-member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and other statewide offices (such as attorney
general, lieutenant governor, or state secretary of state), in years 1950-2020. Outcome for each specification is an
indicator variable for the Democratic candidate winning in the election (“P(D Win)”). The “Quality Differential”
variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate that the Republican is higher quality while posi-
tive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and is standardized to have mean zero and a standard
deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and
0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share
of all statewide elections in that state in each decade; for U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal
Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all elections held in that district, and changes
only with redistricting, or every decade for states with only one district. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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Table C10: Effects of Quality Differentials on P(D Win), Normal Vote

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win) P(D Win)

Quality Differential 0.285*** 0.166*** 0.095*** 0.081***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.017)

Normal Vote 2.032*** 1.487*** 1.632*** 2.387***
(0.054) (0.055) (0.056) (0.124)

Incumbency 0.199*** 0.249***
(0.009) (0.008)

Observations 3,530 3,436 3,436 3,436 777
Adjusted R-squared 0.308 0.523 0.587 0.566 0.378
Sample All All All All Open
Year FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of P(D Win) 0.541 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.507
SD of P(D Win) 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.500
Mean of Quality Differential -0.0563 -0.0585 -0.0585 -0.0585 -0.0829
SD of Quality Differential 0.972 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.864
Mean of Normal Vote 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.511
SD of Normal Vote 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.118

Notes: Sample includes all elections in the endorsement data for which candidate quality differentials could be
estimated and merged to election results. Contains contested elections for President, Governor, U.S. Senate, U.S.
House, and single-member State Legislative elections (1967-2016), and other statewide offices (such as attorney
general, lieutenant governor, or state secretary of state), in years 1950-2020. Outcome for each specification is an
indicator variable for the Democratic candidate winning in the election (“P(D Win)”). The “Quality Differential”
variable is coded so that negative quality differentials indicate that the Republican is higher quality while posi-
tive values indicate that the Democrat is higher quality, and is standardized to have mean zero and a standard
deviation of one. Incumbency is coded as +1 for a Democratic incumbent, −1 for a Republican incumbent, and
0 for open seats. For statewide offices, the Normal Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share
of all statewide elections in that state in each decade; for U.S. House and state legislative elections, the Normal
Vote variable is the average Democratic two-party vote share of all elections held in that district, and changes
only with redistricting, or every decade for states with only one district. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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